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Dear Reader,
For the time being we understand that Machine Tools are the last thing on your mind.
So forget them for now, and stay safe and healthy. It will be a difficult time for
several months.
If you are an XYZ Machine Tool user and need to train new operators as a back-up
measure we can arrange a day of free training *. Please get in touch if this is of interest.
We will be here with plenty of stock when the country gets back to normality and ramps
up manufacturing again.
Best wishes to everyone, customers and non-customers alike.

Nigel Atherton
Managing Director
*Free training will be subject to availability.

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com
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Forming & pressing Laser blanking cuts a fine profile
The use of lasers in blanking lines is growing in popularity and Schuler
is a leading proponent of the technology. Andrew Allcock has this update
on the path that the technology has taken
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Shaft inspection
Rocol RTD fluids update
Coolant reconditioning
UK 5-axis Mazak machine
Solid carbide drill
Gear skiving
Roughness & contours
Coromant CoroDrill
Grooving & parting-off

25

Automated assembly Brake caliper output boost
AP Racing is a designer, manufacturer and supplier of high-performance
auto parts, most significantly disc brake calipers. It has recently
installed a new advanced semi-automated assembly line. Andrew
Allcock called by to discover more

Andrew Allcock

DMG Mori’s Open House in Pfronten, Bavaria, Germany, is a major
annual event for the company, where important product, service,
manufacturing and company announcements are made. Andrew Allcock
has all the news
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55 Cutting oils & coolants Industry & product news in brief
At-machine coolant recycling from Freddy; Castrol’s smart coolant
control; support with HSE compliance offered by Total Lubricants; watermiscible cutting & grinding fluid from Fuchs Lubricants; Filtermist oil
mist collectors clean up in Canada
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Communicate, collaborate
Coronavirus, Covid-19, pandemic. Rolling news has never had such a
compulsive, awful fascination. Hardly one element of societal activity is
untouched. And we all now know much more about medical ventilators,
the shortage or potential shortage of which has become the ominous
hallmark of current times.
Events were creeping towards us from December of last year, but not
until early last month did things really hit home here in the UK. By the end of the month, life
had changed massively. But if a key characteristic of this disease is its communicability, the
key characteristic of the age is communication. And it is rapid communication and coordinated action that is one of the world’s most powerful weapons here.
In mid-March, Twitter reports came from Italy about 3D-printed ventilators. The BBC
picked up the report more fully the following day (https://is.gd/gahowa). That same day, the
government put a call asking whether UK manufacturers could turn their hands to the
production and assembly of ventilators. On 18 March, the Financial Times said three
industrial consortia were looking to develop and make ventilators. The report added:
“The target is to manufacture 5,000 ventilators as soon as possible, with a goal of a further
30,000 eventually [the figure the NHS needs]. Manufacturing was expected to start within a
month.” The three efforts are led by Meggit, Nissan and McLaren. Later in the month came
news of home appliance maker GTech’s efforts, with the company suggesting on Sky News
(22 March) that 1,000/day would be possible soon. RDM Automotive is another UK
operation on the ventilator trail, as is Dyson*, while Oxford University has a working design
available.
Across the world, there open source projects such as Project Open Air (open-source
ventilators, reproduced and assembled locally, worldwide), Open Source COVID19 Medical
Supplies (Facebook group focused on medical supplies design, make, test and source,
based on local needs) and Coronavirus Tech Handbook (crowdsourced resource for
technologists building solutions).
Across social media channels, ‘ventilator’ is a much-used search term delivering many
returns. Offers to help too are many: subcontractor Qualiturn says it is already making parts
for medical equipment makers (LinkedIn: https://is.gd/iligit) and has installed a Star
SR32JII to support its efforts (LinkedIn: https://is.gd/duyidi); machine tool supplier Citizen
Machinery UK says it has equipment in stock to support those making medical parts
(LinkedIn: https://is.gd/paguji); cutting tool expert Ceratizit UK & Ireland has also pitched in
to offer support to companies (https://is.gd/cagigo); Europa Tool, too (https://is.gd/agiwoj);
and also Carfulan Group (https://is.gd/gojonu). Our thanks and best wishes go to all those
playing their part at this time. ■ * As we went to press, news broke of Dyson’s 10,000ventilator order from the government
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News round-up

Make more ventilators fast, please

Mazak is celebrating the farreaching impact that machine tools
have on everyday life with the
opening of the Yamazaki Mazak
Museum of Machine Tools in
Minokamo, Japan.

As of 17 March, over 60
manufacturing companies had
responded to the government’s call
for help in producing ventilators to
combat the coronavirus outbreak.
Some of UK manufacturing’s
leading firms, including Airbus and
Vauxhall, had said they were
planning to 3D-print parts to meet
the demand for as many as
20,000 ventilators in just two
weeks from 16 March. They will use
technical drawings produced by
Innovate UK.
Tony Hague, CEO of PP Control
& Automation and a member of the
Manufacturing Assembly Network
(MAN), has said that the group of
Midlands-based engineering firms
is able to help. “We believe the
best way UK industry can support
them is to provide a skilled
workforce with expertise to increase
manufacturing capacity for electromechanical sub-assemblies and
key elements, such as pumps,

https://is.gd/mojoho

Comau, a specialist in industrial
automation products and solutions,
and Exechon, which offers patented
technologies to develop parallel
kinematic machine solutions, have
joined forces to design and produce
a Comau machining centre able to
handle lightweight framing and
structural components for sectors
such as electrification
https://is.gd/vegala

Following the recent announcement
of Marcin Drozd as its first area sales
manager in Poland, XYZ Machine
Tools has followed that up with a
second appointment, bringing in
machine tool specialist Marcin
Binkowski, who will be responsible
for direct sales in the south and east
of Poland. https://is.gd/redeka
Renishaw has collaborated with the
Nova Scotia Community College
(NSCC) in Canada to produce two
ocean turbine parts using additive
manufacturing for industrial design
firm Biome Renewables.
https://is.gd/emarem

The Manufacturing Technologies
Association, which owns and runs
the MACH exhibition, has
rescheduled the show, moving it
from April 2020 to 25-28 Jan 2021.
https://is.gd/awoyeb

Nissan has unveiled a £52 million
extra-large press line at its UK
manufacturing plant in Sunderland
as preparations ramp up for the
next-generation Qashqai. The
Komatsu press, which weighs more
than 2,000 tonnes and has taken
18 months to install, is part of a
£400 million total investment by
Nissan. https://is.gd/upuruc
WorldSkills UK, the education and
skills charity, is looking for talented
apprentice engineers to prove they
are the country’s best. Putting
apprentice and student skills,

Planning permission has been granted for the development of the
National Manufacturing Institute Scotland (NMIS) facility. Situated on
Netherton Campus at the centre of the Advanced Manufacturing
Innovation District Scotland (AMIDS) in Renfrewshire, the new facility is
set to transform manufacturing in Scotland. The brand new carbon-neutral
building is around 1.5 times the size of a football pitch and will include a
skills academy, a fully digitalised factory of the future and a collaboration
hub. The new site will help support manufacturing and engineering firms
of all sizes from all sectors across the country and internationally.

8

Ceratizit UK & Ireland is one of many
that has offered help in the race to
design and make more ventilators

pneumatics and vacuums, allowing
the OEMs of ventilators to focus on
the core task in hand, thus
eliminating IP and potential
approval processes applicable to
medical devices.”
Many engineering firms have
stepped up to support any
manufacturing push: tooling expert
Ceratizit UK & Ireland;

subcontractor Qualiturn; and 3D
printing specialists Laser Lines of
the UK and US 3D machine maker
Ultimaker, the latter offering its
global network of printing hubs,
experts and designers.
* As we went to press, news
broke of Dyson’s 10,000-ventilator
order from the government, but
many other efforts continue.

knowledge and employability
attributes to the test in a
competitive environment, 90% of
those who entered in 2019 said
they had seen improvements in their
career prospects.

almost 10,000 ft2 of space,
providing an increase of 8,000 ft2
over its previous location.

https://is.gd/sibase

ADS Laser Cutting
has invested in a
new laser-cutting
machine from
Trumpf at a
cost of £1m.
This will help
ADS continue
its growth and, in
so doing, provide
new jobs locally.

https://is.gd/dileje

Protolabs is offering specialist
analyst advice for taking a family
moulding approach to tooling,
a move it says could see
costs slashed by
around 40% on some
injection-moulding
projects.
https://is.gd/
keyoxu

ADS’ Trumpf 10 kW laser
profiling unit

https://is.gd/uhomel

3DPrintUK, a provider of polymer
selective laser sintering (SLS) 3D
printing services, has completed the
transition to its new purposedesigned facility. The Leyton
Industrial Village facility boasts

April 2020 | www.machinery.co.uk |

Newly formed WHLead Ltd, based in
Towcester, is the new
Leadwell CNC Machines UK
representative. It is a sister
company of Whitehouse Machine
Tools, a long-established agency for
machining centres and CNC lathes
manufactured in Japan, Germany,
Italy and Taiwan.

https://is.gd/origop
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changed all of the packaging on its
UK-manufactured cutting tools to
100% recyclable materials.
https://is.gd/upufej

Mapal steel drilling line

RPI Ltd is celebrating 80 years of
specialising in rotary measurement
with the launch of its TruMotion
manual-spin rotary table.

Following on from the success of the
Tritan-Drill Steel, Mapal has
developed drills that provide even
greater benefits to those seeking
cost-effective hole-making solutions
for steel workpieces.

https://is.gd/timiwu
L-R: Victor Escobar, AM
director – EMEA at Renishaw,
& Hendrik Schafstall, CEO &
managing director at Simufact

Renishaw is collaborating with
Simufact to enhance the success of
laser powder-bed fusion (LPBF)
builds through accurate simulation
and streamlined additive
manufacturing preparation.

https://is.gd/putaje

Rocol Scrubs, a brand of heavyduty cleaning towels, has been
registered by the NSF under the C1
classification. https://is.gd/xesiwe

Shaft inspection
Industrial metrology specialist the Sempre Group has introduced the Opticline T3D
optical shaft measuring system with tactile 3D measuring probe.
https://is.gd/omuxit

Ward CNC has appointed: Richard
Hunter Rowe (below) as its head of
sales operations; David Rawson as
the new area business manager for
the Yorkshire, East & Humber and

https://is.gd/exisez

Rocol RTD range of fluids updated
With the arrival of the Tri-Logic series, Rocol has enhanced its RTD (reaming,
tapping and drilling) range of cutting-fluid technologies. https://is.gd/numada

At-machine coolant cleaning development
Freddy Products’ Coolant Health Unit, developed with Rolls-Royce, is cost-effective
and efficient for in-machine coolant cleaning. https://is.gd/kukaxu

 niversal Robots has made
U
available on the UR+ platform 20
proven software and hardware kits
for the most popular cobot
applications. These kits decrease
project risk and complexity.

Designed & made in the UK 5-axis Mazak machine
Yamazaki Mazak’s latest fully simultaneous 5-axis machining centre – the CV5-500
– will be the only machine in its class to have been completely conceived, designed
and built in the UK. https://is.gd/okayik

https://is.gd/ijeweh

Solid carbide drill suits aerospace & energy sector needs

Ceratizit UK & Ireland has provided
a combination of the latest cutting
tool technology and technical
expertise to support Hope
Technology’s latest bike launch.
https://is.gd/ihuzuv

Nottingham region; Andrew Dolan,
as the new area business manager
for Midlands and the East; plus
Steve Iles as a technical support
engineer (electrical).
https://is.gd/finizo

TM Specialist Engineers, a
subcontractor offering heavy steel
fabrication and large-part precision
machining services, is working with
MSC Industrial Supply Co to help
reduce its consumable spend.
https://is.gd/dogeka

T wo advanced laser and waterjet
cutting systems from Polish fibre
laser manufacturer Kimla are now
on display in the UK after being
installed at MBA Engineering,
Kimla’s exclusive distribution partner
in the UK. https://is.gd/iyeseq
As part of its commitment to the
environment, sustainability and
social responsibility, Industrial
Tooling Corporation (ITC) has

www.machinery.co.uk |

Product pick 10

The Speciality Steels business of
Liberty Steel Group in South
Yorkshire is hiring a new group of
apprentices for the upcoming
academic year. Liberty is offering 20
Level 3 and Degree apprenticeships
in a variety of specialisms.
https://is.gd/xecale

Erodex Tooling
Solutions has taken
on an additional
apprentice design
engineer. The
company has
recruited six
apprentices over the
past 18 months.

Kennametal has introduced the B21*SGL solid carbide drill with through-coolant.
Designed for stainless steel, nickel and cobalt-based alloys, improved productivity
and longer tool life in aerospace and energy sector applications are promised.
https://is.gd/matezo

On-board cutter resharpening for Gleason gear skiver
Gleason vertical power-skiving machines for gears up to 600 mm in diameter can
now be equipped with an on-board cutter re-sharpening unit to reduce cutter
changes and help ensure consistent quality. https://is.gd/olujin

Benchtop surface roughness & contour
Mitutoyo has introduced the Formtracer Avant series of benchtop hybrid CNC
systems that can measure both surface roughness and component contour on a
single platform. https://is.gd/soxoyi

Coromant CoroDrill geometry addition
Latest Sandvik Coromant CoroDrill 860 range features -GM geometry
that offers high-performance drilling across a range of materials
and applications, plus improved tool life.
https://is.gd/ofubes

Grooving & parting-off performance boost
Walter GB’s Cut DX18 double-edged grooving and parting-off
system (left) elevates performance, especially on Swiss-type and
multi-spindle autos. https://is.gd/fadijo

https://is.gd/ravote
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Dyer Engineering’s Annfield Plain, Stanley site. Inset far left:
Richard Larder, Dyer’s head of digital innovation with Digital
Catapult’s Sophie Craggs, who heads up the Digital
Manufacturing programme. Inset left: Job paperwork
incorporates trackers for much of the company’s work

Not lost
in space
Industry 4.0 is often promoted by the same established, large manufacturing companies. Their examples
do not strike a chord with the vast majority of smaller operations. But Andrew Allcock has news of an
industry-first high precision shopfloor asset/workpiece location tracking project that does have broader
relevance. And it is a key part of a data-driven business improvement effort at Dyer Engineering

Receivers are
placed in the roof
space (see also
cover photo). One
transmitter can
cover an area 100
by 100 m, there
are 60 at Dyer
Engineering

10

D

yer Engineering has worked with the Digital
Catapult to install high precision indoor asset
location tracking. The company is one of two that
have taken part in the so-called ‘Connected Factory’
project, backed by some £250,000 of Innovate UK
money. The technology went live at Dyer Engineering in
August last year and an associated efficiency boost
valued at some £10,000 month is being realised.
Employing around 195 people and having a forecast
turnover of £12 million, Dyer Engineering, located on two
sites near Durham, is an innovative group of fabrication
and machining businesses having wide-ranging
capabilities to manufacture metal components and
structures. It also provides maintenance, repair and
overhaul support services to keep equipment, facilities
and processes running.
Working across a diverse range of markets and
materials, it processes small parts that can be picked
up by the handful through to large-scale structures in
small volumes, even one-offs, weighing up to 15 tonnes.
Dyer Engineering’s niche is the manufacture of

‘challenging’ fabricated and welded components that
then require machining and, overall, it’s a high-mix, lowvolume activity.
The firm operates from two sites that comprise 10
separate buildings, six at its Annfield Plain, Stanley site,
where medium volume batch production and job shop
work is undertaken, the remainder at its Harelaw, Stanley
operation two to three miles away, where larger OEM
batch production and large low-volume fabrications are
tackled. Total floorspace is around 100,000 ft2.
Tasked in 2017 to investigate Industry 4.0 by
managing director Graeme Parkins was operations
manager Richard Larder, who today goes by the title of
head of digital innovation. “Following the coverage
Industry 4.0 was receiving in the trade press and
coupled with a desire to be back out in front as a leader
in digital adoption, I was asked to investigate the
Industry 4.0 landscape.”
Dyer Engineering had been one of the early adopters
of shop floor data collection (SFDC) and MRP in the 90s,
with Epicor ERP installed in 2013, but these tools are
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now commonplace, Larder adds. That said, Dyer
Engineering has exploited Epicor and SFDC data
creatively, along with standard Microsoft tools, with the
indoor tracking solution having added a vital
enhancement to this.
As for the change of job title, although still
encompassing his previous activities, this was a means
by which top management wanted signal its belief in the
importance of a digital future to company management
and staff more widely.
Dyer Engineering had, as it happens, already
commenced its digital journey, the head of digital
innovation explains: “Around the same time as installing
Epicor, we had unknowingly started our journey of digital
transformation through our first project of cloud
migration, as our on-premise mail server was creaking.
We migrated to Office 365, as this was a monthly rental
option as opposed to significant investment in replacing
hardware and upgrading software. The latest version of
MS Office has opened up new ways of working through
improved collaboration, communication and digital
workflows through Power Apps and Flow.”
Of his Industry 4.0 investigations starting in 2017,
he comments: “Coming from the background of an SME,
there was very little that was tangible that we could take
from conferences and available training, with any use
cases coming for large blue-chip organisations like
Amazon and Nissan, and not translatable to the
challenges and budgets of SMEs.
“It was through a self-developed network that we
came across the Digital Catapult, which was running a
‘Digital Manufacturing’ programme, and it was on this
programme that we were introduced to the ‘Connected
Factories’ competition, funded through Innovate UK and
managed through the Digital Catapult. While Innovate UK
has identified the untapped productivity gains that the
UK manufacturing sector could harness through Industry
4.0 adoption in the SME sector, the biggest stumbling
block is the lack of translatable use cases with
demonstrable ROI figures. Generally, financial directors
wish to see and touch an investment with projectible
returns and are not natural speculators.”
Digital Catapult’s mission is to accelerate early
adoption of advanced digital technologies, with the latter
taking in future networks, artificial intelligence and
immersive. It has a two-sector focus, manufacturing and
the creative industries. Peter Karney, head of product
innovation at Digital Catapult, explains further: “Our
mission is to help companies understand what these
technologies can do for them, help make manufacturing
industry better through their adoption and also help
those companies that are building the technology that
manufacturing companies use compete more effectively.”
Based in London, regional centres operate in
Brighton, Manchester, the North East (Sunderland) and
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Ireland. It was from the North East office that the call for
participation in a manufacturing future networks
‘Connected Factory’ project came during late 2018. From
some 50 expressions of interest there came 13 solid
proposals, with a single supported project the intended
outcome. In the event, two won backing. Both focused
on a need to track and locate components/assets, with
the Digital Catapult’s task then to align technology with
this need.
On the location tracking technology side, from around
nine proposals, Digital Catapult identified a system from
Italian company Think Inside (https://thinkin.io
(https://thinkin.io) that
allows indoor tracking of components to within 1 m,
updated every half-second – so near enough real-time.
The technology underpinning this success is something
called a ‘low power wide area network’ (LPWAN),
specifically CUPPA, which is based on Bluetooth.
Ruggedised tags having a battery life of some two
years accompany workpieces or assets. The other end of
this Bluetooth-like transmitter/receiver set-up comprises
overhead power-over-ethernet-connected receivers.
Signals will penetrate breeze-block walls, but would
struggle with steel, so line-of-sight positioning could be
necessary, not too difficult in high-roof factories. Each
receiver has an area of coverage, about 100 by 100 m
where line-of-sight operates. Dyer Engineering has about
60 receivers across both its sites and 1,000
transmitters – it doubled the initial 500, due to the
technology’s success. (A rental equivalent to about one
month’s savings is the cost for this and the associated
software cloud platform, so around £10,000.)
Interestingly, another digital technology was to aid the
implementation. Via SAM (Sustainable Advanced
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Richard Larder in
front of one of the
shopfloor displays
incorporating
‘departure board’,
search facility to
locate jobs and VR
graphic with
superimposed
actual locations,
courtesy of the
Think Inside cloud
platform
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Above: The
saucer-shaped
receiver (see
also cover
photo) and an
end-of-line
fixture with
embedded
transmitter.
There are 60
receivers and
1,000
transmitters
installed at
Dyer
Engineering

Right: One of
many jobs seen
during
Machinery’s
visit that had a
location tracker
as part of its
job paperwork
12

Manufacturing), Dyer Engineering had benefited from a
funded program investigating the use of VR, 3D Scanning
and 360 immersive videos of its workshops and offices –
the scanning company, SynergyVR (https://synergyvr.
(https://synergyvr.
co.uk),
), wanted an industrial use case to employ as a
demonstrator. Unrelated to the location tracking project,
this allowed Think Inside to study the working
environment without actually having to make a visit,
reducing the cost of the implementation.
The greatest tracking success has been achieved at
the Annfield Plain, Stanley site, which has the most
buildings and a high variety of work. But across the whole
site Larder details the challenge: “Our problem is the
same as I imagine it is in almost any other company,
namely, ‘Where are my bits?’ At any given point, we have
around 1,000 open jobs/works orders, each of these can
have multiple assemblies and all the assemblies have
between three to 20 operations. This roughly translates
to tracking 2,000+ assemblies and 10,000+ open
operations over two facilities some three miles apart and
comprising 10 separate buildings – no mean feat.
“Repeat production parts generally have a heartbeat,
‘bus route’, and common product knowledge amongst the
production teams, with nicknames such as ‘racing cars’,
‘bats wings’, ‘headless cows’, etc. However, try launching
new product and you are throwing a needle that could
land in multiple barns of hay. Indeed, the NPI department
was the most frustrated and vocal at the start of this
project.” On the day of Machinery’s visit in March, in the
medium volume production workshop there were 433
jobs being tracked, for example.
This ‘lost work’ issue existed even
though Larder had overseen the creation of
intranet-available, Excel-based ‘departure
boards’ driven by SFDC and Epicor
data, visible in the office and
shopfloor. These detail at
what operation stage a
job is and basically
guide the progress

of all jobs, according to their priority. The missing
ingredient was specific job location, which is now shown
on the departure board as a zone, but specific location is
also visually displayed superimposed on a VR/
photographic representation of the company’s workshops
via Think Inside’s cloud platform. Every ‘quest’ to find a
job would previously have involved an average of two
labour hours, this figure taking in all the social
interactions that occur during a journey around a factory.
It is these eliminated quests that deliver the savings of
around £10,000/month (predicated on the 125
searches of the system to locate jobs).
On the need to locate parts, the head of digital
innovation says: “One of our specialities is adhering to
really tight manufacturing tolerances. Sometimes you
can only achieve that by doing things in a specific
sequence. So maybe I’ve got a gusset here that might
look like nothing, but I can’t weld the next part without
this. So sometimes it is critical to go and track what
seems to be a seemingly unimportant part, but actually
it is critical to achieving an overall engineering outcome.”
Due to the layout of the various buildings, parts can
be stored temporarily in many locations across the site,
sometimes for days or weeks, so can easily get ‘lost’.
And because employee efficiency is a key driver (one of
21 KPIs – see box item p14), workers may choose the
nearest, most easily discoverable job and not stick to
true priority. It was shopfloor team leaders that
highlighted the potential savings a system that could
identify location might deliver, in fact.
Initially used for locating jobs at Dyer Engineering, the
system has been extended to help locate end-of-line
inspection jigs, which is an increasing requirement, notes
Larder. Supplying parts direct to line for some of its large
OEM customers, the company uses inspection jigs to
assure zero-defect conformity. Previously metal, these
are now 3D-printed in plastic, with a location created for
housing the transmitter (the move to 3D printing has
slashed costs, lead times and avoids tying up production
machines). “In an ideal world, they would be in specific
location. But, you know, you could have one batch
coming through that’s finishing off and they’re getting
checked, and you’ve got another batch at start, so the jig
isn’t in a storage location, it’s in use.”
Not being able to find stuff in factories is not unusual,
either, as Digital Catapult’s Karney reveals: “We’ve now
found that many companies we’ve worked with on other
engagements see a benefit, saying ‘we can’t find
things in our factory, that will be great.’
I don’t come from a factory background, mine is in
electronics and telecoms, and I had kind of assumed
that, with all the wonderful software tools that exist,
finding things in a factory wouldn’t be difficult. It’s
amazing some of the big things that are lost. So, it
doesn’t seem that it’s a problem that’s been cracked.” ■
(More, p14
p14)
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The bigger data picture
The ‘departure board’ is one aspect of the data mining that Larder has overseen,
there is much more that can be gleaned. Currently, intranet access to some 21
KPIs generated from ERP/SFDC data is possible, with the underlying data also
available to be viewed – Microsoft Business Intelligence is a tool also employed to
mine and present data. These KPIs help drive the company’s activities, shining a
spotlight on areas that require attention.
For example, production efficiencies are one of the measures. Explains Larder:
“A focus that we gave the guys was production efficiencies. However, you can’t look
at efficiencies until you are ensuring all time is being accounted for. You clock on
to direct activities – operations on job cards – and indirect activities such as
housekeeping, preventive maintenance or training, whatever. The sum of the direct
and indirect clockings is then compared to paid hours, we call this measure
‘utilisation’ which runs at around 97%. Paid time has to be accounted for before
you can look at efficiencies, so a worker clocks onto a job with a planned time of
two hours, completes in 1 hr, is 200% efficient but his other 7 hrs are not
accounted for.
“We wanted to give the production teams the data to see what was going on in
the area and where efforts to drive improvements could be made. Each
department has an average efficiency that allows the team leaders to work with
those performing under the average. Generally, improvements come from knowing
how best to process a given operation, which one worker may have mastered but
this knowledge has not been cascaded through. Then we look at the department in
relation to the division, and then we look at the division in relation to the group,
so you basically get this golden thread of performance running throughout the
business, with focused effort in the areas that need to perform.
“Because it’s demonstrable, you get away from subjective opinions around
performance, because you can show what the rest of the team is achieving. It’s
objective, it’s just data, so we don’t have to fall out about it. But an unintended
consequence of this measure was that guys were just working on whichever job
was in front of them.” So, some jobs could sit around for many tens or even
hundreds of days, which was making the departure board system ineffective as
people were not able to keep on top of data input, so things were spiraling out of
control. Location tracking and focus on priority parts and not just production
efficiencies has brought order to the system, making it as effective as was
intended.
Dyer Engineering’s head of digital innovation is a fan of raw date, hence the
departure boards and KPIs, but the inclusion of the zone information into the
departure boards came subsequent to the idea of jobs being located visually
using the Think Inside platform. It was another piece of data, ultimately, so was
incorporated it into the existing system. It is not a silver bullet on its own, however,
but part of the whole data enterprise, he stresses.
The company is working on using existing data even more effectively. “One
thing we are looking at is understanding what needs to happen in any department.
We have 10-15 departments across 10 buildings within which there are 10,000
open operations. There’ll be a priority. There’ll be the most important job in the
factory that must be moved from place to place, the second most important, third,
etc. Currently, we just move things as best we can, but what we want to get to is an
intelligent priority list that’s dynamic – real-time tracking. As soon as a job
completes, the guy in the shop will clock off and it disappears from one departure
board and is now ready to go to the next one, but it’s in the wrong location. It’s the
hottest job in the factory, right, so go and get that now. And here’s a notification.
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So, you’ve got someone who’s surgically moving bits
around the factory.” The system supporting notifications is likely to be Microsoft
Flow through the Office 365, which would fire either an email or an MS Team
notification – MS Teams is a mobile app.
That’s better use of existing data and systems, but the collection of more is
targeted. A currently held investment is that of machine monitoring. This will focus
attention on issues causing machine downtime, such as machine reliability, tool
life/reliability, material availability, engineering queries and so on. It is reckoned to
be able to drive up running hours, delivering an extra 10% of capacity.
KPI information is gradually being made visible to staff via the intranet, so that
they can see the business issues and react more quickly to business priorities
more autonomously. (The intranet is also home to other areas of information,
including audio books, digital training management, FAQs, document library, forms,
in-built apps, instant individual performance data, wellbeing resources and there’s
an aspiration to bring in a real-time profit share scheme – not all yet available, this
is part of a ‘Digital Future’ landscape).
Applying artificial intelligence (AI) to collected data is next. Dyer Engineering is
working with Durham University on a European programme that will see a PhD
student join the company for a three-year funded project looking at how AI can be
leveraged in the manufacturing sector. Larder again: “AI needs big datasets, that is
where it really comes into its own. Our quoting process is probably a primary
target. We have thousands of engineering drawings and we have the corresponding
data from the shopfloor. So, I’ve got two things, the predicted or estimated bill of
operations and a bill of materials and the actual figures. And there’s going to be
some sort of sweet spot in there, work that we get the highest business benefit
from. We’ve got some feel, but we are going to turn that data into a tool that
highlights what is the most profitable out of all that we currently do.
“I might have a part that doesn’t have a great gross margin, but you know what,
it flies through the factory. It doesn’t hit the ground and is out within a week, no
hold ups. But here’s another part that does make quite a lot of money, but it sits
around blocking up all the other jobs. Everything has an impact on something
else. You might say ‘that’s great’, but it stopped all this other work getting through
it. So, you might be better to drop the one that you think is great. It’s not what you
think you should do. Data is key to this and how you manage it. We’re hoping that
the PhD student will join us in October this year.”
What of the future, then? Well, the work that the company does is not going to
fundamentally change, Larder advises. And the operations currently undertaken
likewise will remain similar. However, it’s additive manufacturing operation for its
end-of-line jigs will likely become a separate operation, with this also supporting
an external service. Within its main operations, he suggests cobots will take on
repetitive tasks, other automation could be used to move materials over short
distances between operations and there will be a larger IT department, with digital
engineers concerned with fitting sensors, capturing data and driving business
improvement from its analysis. And if the company gets really good at this, there is
nothing to stop Dyer selling a service to other firms wanting to tread a similar path.
There is no doubt that Dyer Engineering, although ostensibly a traditional
engineering company at the operational level, is very definitely moving into the
Industry 4.0 world of data-driven manufacturing. The visible hardware of SFDC,
location sensing hardware and display screens at the shopfloor only hint at
something more; the resulting data and the use to which it is put are not
immediately discernible, but that invisible resource is now of key importance.
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On stage: chairman of the executive board DMG Mori AG
Christian Thoenes, left, and Dr Masahiko Mori, president
DMG Mori Co alongside holding the microphone, at the
regular Pfronten Open House in February

Holistic
solution provider
DMG Mori’s Open House in Pfronten, Bavaria, Germany, is a major annual event for the company, where
important product, service, manufacturing and company announcements are unveiled. But while new
hardware still retains its dominant physical presence, the increasing importance of software, connectivity
and data is clear. Andrew Allcock has more

E

mphasising the sentiment expressed in the introduction
above, the company’s official press release for the event
opens: “DMG Mori will be presenting itself as a driver of
innovation in the field of digitisation [digitalisation] and automation
at the traditional Open House from 11 to 15 February 2020.
The focus will be on end-to-end connectivity as the standard for
all machines, the update of all existing CELOS versions [the
company’s app-based CNC front end], the new customer portal my
DMG Mori [for service interaction] and Tulip [no-code app builder]
as a simple means to digitisation [digitalisation].”
Chairman of the executive board Christian Thoenes added:

▼

DMU/DMC 65 H monoBLOCK
5-axis machine has a horizontal
gantry concept. Workpiece
dimensions of 630 diameter
by 700 mm and maximum
600 kg weight. Modular design
with speedMASTER and
powerMASTER
spindles.
Wheel
magazine
with up to
543 tool
pockets. Optional rotary
mill-turn table. Applicationspecific automation solutions
available
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“We consistently develop from a machine tool builder to an
integrated solution provider in the manufacturing environment. With
dynamic [sic] and excellence, we are actively advancing our future
fields automation, digitisation [digitalisation] and additive
manufacturing.
“Where machines were previously seen individually, for example,
they are now increasingly being regarded as an elementary part of
digital value creation systems and their functionality therefore
evaluated holistically.”
The February Open House is a draw for some 8,000 attendees,
although that number was, in the event, diminished on the
international front, due to current global health concerns. But to put
that number into context, that’s about a third of the visitors to the
UK’s biennial MACH show that has several hundred exhibitors (now
postponed till January next year), so this one-company event is a
significant affair.
Top level news was of four world machine tool premiers: DMU/
DMC 65 H monoBLOCK; the modular PH Cell pallet system; the
Lasertec 400 Shape for laser texturing; and Lasertec 30 DUAL SLM
for additive manufacturing (see images for more details).
On the digital front, Tulip and ‘WERKBLiQ’ were the highlights.
Tulip is a no-code approach to
designing apps that describe
process steps to guide shopfloor
action. Employees are able to write
their own personal scripts, without
the need for any IT or programming
skills. Where necessary, scenarios
can be linked with key data from
digital sensors, measuring devices
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Partnering up
The DMG Mori Qualified Products
(DMQP) programme draws on over
2,700 peripherals and accessories to
complement its manufacturing
technology.
New partners take in
AR Filtrazioni – an expert in efficient
air cleaning that provides sustainable
filtration of up to 99.995% of particles
with a volume of > 0.1 micron and
whose systems require maintenance
once a year for machines that produce
around the clock, seven days a week;
Schlenker Spanntechnik, a supplier of
innovative bar clamping tools; and
FCS System, which supplies modular
and standardised clamping systems,
with a strength in mould tool
applications and offering zero-point
workholding systems.

and machines via a ‘drag & drop’ approach.
The results can be displayed on a separate
screen at the workstation or directly (via
Application Connector from CELOS) on a
machine’s control screen.
Complementing the ‘my DMG Mori’
customer portal introduced at last year’s
EMO show, service-side processes/requests
are digital, offering a track-and-trace
function, users can upgrade from this to
WERKBLiQ, an integrated maintenance and
servicing platform, and so connect thirdparty products and make use of further
premium functions. This means that users
can benefit from an internal ticket system,
a freely configurable machine diary and a
maintenance calendar with a reminder
function, including interactive task lists.
All master data, such as machines, users or
service reports, are transferred over to
WERKBLiQ automatically.
The broad nature of the total DMG Mori
(https://is.gd/elalut) offer, both hardware

and digital, is not made wholly clear by
these latest development snapshots here,
for sure. Machinery detailed much of it
following last year’s EMO show (See:
https://is.gd/parabu). Sadly, with MACH
2020 now postponed till January 2020, the
opportunity for a UK audience to discuss all
this has been delayed. A final statement
from Thoenes drives home the point about
its whole, integrated hardware and software
offer. “We are both a leading provider for our
customers and a key leading user of our
own digital solutions for integrated
manufacturing in all business areas. This is
our strength and we are going from strength
to strength. We test everything inside and
out in our own production plants and thus
ensure the high quality and scalability of our
solutions – from the market launch of a
CELOS app to the implementation of the
digital factory. A structure like this is unique
within the machine tool industry. It can’t be
copied, let alone imitated.” (More, p18) ■

▼ PH Cell – Flexible automation solution for up to 40 pallets. Modular design.
Different sizes of pallets – 500 by 500 mm, 400 by 400 mm, 320 by 320 mm. Up to
300 kg transfer weight. A footprint of only 10.7 m². Option of subsequent integration
with existing automation interface
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▼

▼

Offering an 80% increase in
productivity, the Lasertec 30 DUAL
SLM has two 600 W lasers for build
rates of 90 cm³/h. Focus diameter
down to 50 micron for maximum
precision. New standard in durability
and work safety, thanks to permanent
material-independent filter system.
rePLUG module for fastest possible
powder change. Intelligent powder
management and innovative OPTOMET
software. Cost-effective powder circuit

Laser structuring of
3D moulds is becoming
increasingly important
in many sectors. The
Lasertec 400 Shape offers
structuring of components
of up to 4,000 by 2,000
by 1,000 mm. Up to
20,000 kg workpiece
weight. Rotational axis
integrated into the head
with a range of +/-200°
and a swivel axis with a
range of -100° to +135°.
Thermo-symmetrical
gantry design. High speed
Z-shifter with up to 5 m/
sec in X / Y / Z directions

DMG Mori in figures
DMG Mori is a global Japanese-German machine tool maker, with
control centred in Japan – the DMG Mori Co of Japan is the
majority owner of DMG Mori AG, the German-listed operation.
The combined operations amount to 12,000 employees, taking in
154 sales and service locations – including 14 production plants
– it delivers to more than 100,000 customers across 42
industries in 79 countries. The company boasts 154 machines
across 45 product lines, 52 automation solutions, '360°
digitalisation' and two types of additive manufacturing
technologies (powder bed and blown powder).
At the February event, DMG Mori AG chairman of the executive
board Christian Thoenes was upbeat, revealing the Germanylisted operations best figures in sales revenues, earnings and
free cash flow, “despite difficult market environment”.
Sales revenues hit €2,701.5 million, above the previous year
(€2,655.1 million), although order intake fell, €2,563.1 million

18

(previous year: €2,975.6 million). DMG Mori AG’s financial year is
the calendar year.
DMG Mori Co of Japan, whose financial year also runs as the
calendar year, underlined a deteriorating situation, noting that
sales were down 15.4% to ¥485.8bn (¥501.2bn in 2028), that’s
£3.556bn, making it surely one of the largest machine tool
makers globally. But it suggests that sales in 2020 will see a
further fall, estimating this as ¥400bn, so a 20% fall from 2018.
Global consumption of machine tools is set to decline in
2020, with the VDW and Oxford Economics forecasting a -0.6%
drop to €71.7 billion (previous year: -2.8%; €72.1 billion). But
despite this, Thoenes said at the February Open House that the
company would continue to “go full speed ahead”.
Editor's note: In view of the existing global uncertainties, these
forecasts will no doubt be revised during the course of the year.
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A view of the new semi-automated
flexible caliper assembly line at
AP Racing, part of a £1.5m upgrade.
Inset: a caliper progresses along the line

Capacity, flexibility,
consistency traceability
consistency,traceability
AP Racing is a designer, manufacturer and supplier of high-performance auto parts, most significantly
disc brake calipers. It has recently installed a new advanced semi-automated assembly line to manage
its volume auto segment and motorsport capabilities, allowing it to continue providing high quality
components to both sectors. Andrew Allcock called by to discover more

G

lobally present performance car and
race brake caliper and clutch
specialist AP Racing is a name that
has a pedigree stretching back to 1920 (see
p26), when Automotive Products was
established. Headquartered in Leamington
Spa for many years, since 1990 AP Racing
has been based in Coventry. In 2000, Italy’s
Brembo Group bought the operation, also a
brake caliper specialist but in the mass
production area. AP Racing has not, however,
seen its product range ‘globalised’, as can
often be the case in such acquisitions.
The 190-employee £50m turnover firm
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remains a centre of design and manufacturing
expertise for its own product range. It is
known for its flexibility and willingness to work
with customers on creating new designs or
modifying standard products, which leads Joe
Bennett, marketing and product group
engineer, to say: “If others have two or three
of something, we’ll have six versions.”
Alongside its core products of brake
calipers and associated pads and discs,
AP Racing designs and supplies other parts
and assemblies, including, most significantly,
clutches and associated driven plates, plus
related parts that include race car brake
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discs, pedal boxes and air jacks, together
with special items. The company serves three
distinct markets: race, niche original
equipment manufacturers and the
performance car upgrade aftermarket.
For the race area, this takes in: F1, where
AP Racing supplies products to eight of the
10 F1 teams with either brakes or clutches;
NASCAR, where it supplies 60% of the discs
and calipers; all global touring cars series,
such as the British Touring Car
Championship, V8 Supercar in Australia,
World Rally Series, plus Deutsche
Tourenwagen Masters. Among its OE road car
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The shopping isle, intermediate stock that is used
to supply the smart trolleys that feed the line stations

customer base, it counts Bugatti, Atom and
Lotus, alongside other prestige marques.

BRAKING IN VOLUME
Calipers are AP Racing’s volume product,
some 80,000+ annually, with those for the
performance car upgrade aftermarket
representing the highest volume within that,
then OEM and then race. To support
assembly of higher volume parts, the
company has spent £1.5m on upgrading the
assembly processes, moving from cellular/
manual assembly to a semi-automated line,
commissioned in August of last year. The line
will tackle some 60% of the company’s
caliper output.
Assembly for race and other lower volume
or special parts will continue through the
manual cells kitted out with necessary
support equipment. This approach provides
the “huge amounts of flexibility” that the
company offers its customers, underlines
managing director David Hamblin.
Parts assembled in a caliper cell or via the
semi-automated line include seals, pistons,
bleed screws, wear plates, H-pieces, crossover pipes and pads, which are attached/
fitted/inserted to the painted caliper subassembly (AP Racing is the world leader in
forged, monobloc caliper manufacturing,
incidentally, with all new designs adopting
this approach).
Located in its own adjacent recently
acquired building, although the seven-station
line is faster than the manual cell method –
each part now produced in around a third of
the time previously taken – that was not a
core criterion. The three key reasons for the
investment were capacity increase, quality
and traceability, advises Ian Fotheringhame,
industrial engineering and facilities manager.
The fact that the company has added £15m
to its turnover in 10 years serves to underline
the capacity driver, but this new line also
gives the company the ability to bid for more
work, says Hamblin, adding: “We see lots of
opportunities, both in niche OEM and
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aftermarket, where we will utilise this line.”
Indeed, if one of its current discussions
provides fruitful, a second line is already
pencilled in to sit alongside the first.
But even low volume requirement race
manufacturers are said to be interested in
what the line has to offer. Bennett explains:
“Having the ability to give customers all the
data for that caliper proves consistency.
If they can see that caliper one has 10
pieces of information and the other calipers
have the same 10 pieces of information,
this gives them significant peace of mind.”
The line and associated equipment,
supplied by a specialist in the technology, are
believed to be unique, says the industrial
engineering and facilities manager, who was
one of those that helped specify it: “This has
been done in collaboration with Brembo and
is the first time we’ve undertaken anything of
this scale within the group. The line is
designed to build 13 different part families
that cover 197 individual assembly
members.”
Serving the line with parts is ‘the
supermarket’, which is an intermediate store
of parts held separately from those in the
company’s main warehouse. The
supermarket is complemented by ‘smart
trolleys’. Guided by a pick-to-light system,
parts are taken from the ‘supermarket’ and
placed into the appropriate trolly location.
Loaded trolleys can be parked until required,
whereupon they are wheeled to the rear of
the appropriate line station to support
assembly of the designated number of
assemblies.
The line has several fixtures mounted on a
carrier plate system to transport the
assembly to and through each station. These
are flexible and cater to all product
assemblies, while fixtures at each
station are changed as
necessary to support the
variations. At each station,
on-screen work
instructions guide
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activities, supported by pick-to-light systems
for picks from the trolleys, together with
connected tools or fixtures for tightening
screws/unions, pressing in pins/cylinders
and lubricating threads, for example. The
work instructions and associated active tool/
fixture/gauge setting requirements are held
within a central supervising computer and
called or prompted by the scanning of a
unique data matrix code (DMC) laser etched
onto the caliper body; part number and order
serial number are similarly etched.
If any operation or setting is not
completed according to the instructions and
associated quality/activity data, then a part
cannot progress along the line, because at
the next station, scanning the DMC will reveal
non-compliance – no faults forward. For any
part that is unable to meet a required
standard, it can be rejected off the line and
moved to a failure bay. Parts placed here are
only accessible by a supervisor, who will
make the call on rework or scrappage.
Incidentally, the supervising computer knows
what part it is expecting at the outset,
because the line has been set up for it, so
again, a wrong part scanned at the first
station could not progress.

TRACEABILITY ENHANCED
It should also be said that traceability for
parts taken from the smart trolleys, such as
seals, is also now possible. Bar coded
packages that are scanned as parts are
picked operates, so traceability for some
bought-in parts is also part of the new
operational picture.
A final element of traceability occurs at
packing, when an anti-counterfeit DMC label
is adhered to the finished assembly. Of
course, that information is linked to all the
other data associated with the assembly.
Recipients scan the code using an app to
register and confirm authenticity. Intended
primarily for first use, it does flag up
subsequent ownership or an attempt to
counterfeit. As a guide to its effectiveness,
prior to the system’s introduction the
company would receive about 150 emails a
week asking about authenticity,
reveals Bennett. “The month
after we introduced the
system, that fell to single
figures,” he reveals. So
far, some 200,000 labels
have been applied – the company
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has 10 million in the purchased number
series to use, however.
While highly flexible, in terms of scheduling
work for the line Fotheringhame says: “What
we’ve learned is that if we try and batch
orders of the same family – maybe a different
colour or different works order but the same
family – we can just put them on it very easily
on the back of the previous order, without
even having to change fixture. So, it’s about
planning for the line, really.”
The workstations are balanced, with
consistency of cycle time across each part
number. At full rate, up to five people would

be working on the line, with a further two
more in support roles. Output capability is
1,000 assemblies/week across two shifts.
In future, screens will be fitted to the new
assembly line that will display real time data
drawn from the central supervising computer,
giving visibility of performance to line
operators and any other networked
individuals. Already fitted is an Andon light
system, as with existing manual cells, with
these lit to indicate a maintenance-,
production- or quality-related issue and
sending a signal to a central management
system. A manual event in the cells, light

Outside of the
semi-automated assembly line, the
process is more manual and based around
work cells. This will continue to support
the lower volumes and high flexibility for
which AP Racing is known
triggering will be automatic for the line. Time
from light on to light off (problem fixed) is
measured, supporting KPI measures.
Serving a demanding environment,
AP Racing is clearly stepping up to deliver
premium performance and quality from its
leading-edge assembly line installation. ■

AP Racing – a name with history
1920 – Company founded as Automotive Products (AP) by Edward
Boughton, Willie Emmott & Denis Brock, importing components for
ex-military vehicles
1928 – Acquired a licence for the manufacture & sale of Lockheed
Hydraulic Braking System, forming the subsidiary company Lockheed
Hydraulic Brake Company signalling the start of brake manufacture
1931 – Under the Borg&Beck brand, AP started to make clutches.In
the same year, the first block of the company’s Tachbrook Road,
Leamington Spa plant was opened
1938 – Italian racing legend Tazio Giorgio Nuvolari, driving an Auto
Union fitted with AP Lockheed hydraulic brake, wins the British
Grand Prix. Nuvolari’s victories took in 72 major races, 150 in all
1956 – AP supplied an astonishing 50% of the brakes made in the
UK and 85% of the clutches
1958 – 10 million clutch assemblies produced by Borg&Beck
division at the Leamington Spa plant
1962 – AP developed the four-speed automatic transmission. When
revealed at the 1965 Earls Court Motor Show, it caused quite a stir
throughout the motoring world. This was considered by many to be
the most outstanding technical development in the 70-year history
of the British motor industry at the time. Not merely an enviable
achievement for design and development, but also a complete
breakthrough in volume production engineering and assembly
techniques
1967 – Automotive Products (AP) creates Competition Products (CP)
Division, to deal with motorsport and performance enquiries
1967 – Competition Product Division’s first Grand Prix clutch victory
took place at the 1967 Dutch GP at Zandvoort, in a Lotus driven by
the UK’s Jim Clark
1970 – Automotive Products re-brands Competition Products to AP
Racing
1975 – First outboard caliper used in F1 – CP2561 balance braking
1983 – Produces the very first 7¼” diameter (184 mm), F1 carbon
clutch
1985 – Sells the first 140 mm diameter (5½”) carbon clutch
CP3418 to Williams GP
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1986 – Company’s 7¼” diameter clutches win Design Council
Award; Automotive Products bought by the BBA Group
1989 – Very first OEM road car project – Lotus Carlton brakes
1990 – Moves from the Leamington Spa site to a purpose-built
6,600 m2 factory in Coventry – officially opened 6 March 1991 by
the Duke of Kent
1993 – First to introduce a range of internally liquid-cooled calipers
for Nascar and Touring Car and Rally applications
1999 – BMW Le Mans victory using AP disc brakes and pads. It was
the first time that no disc and pad changes were required during the
24-hour race
2000 – AP Racing Division bought by Italy’s Brembo
2001 – First pedal box designed and added to hydraulic actuation
range
2006 – Supplied the braking system to the World Record holding
JCB Dieselmax. The braking system was designed to slow the
vehicle down from 200 to 0 mph
2007 – Launches Radi-CAL&trade. Manufactured for F3, it broke
from traditional design concepts, allowing AP Racing to lead the way
in brake caliper design and manufacture, producing over 90 different
variants to date for a cross section of motorsport, OEM and
Performance road categories
2012 – Supplies the very first forged OEM calipers into the global
automotive market, fitted to HSV’s Gen F platform
2013 – First HPK Forged Radi-CAL&trade caliper added to its
upgrade product range
2014 – 750th GP success at the Chinese GP, won by Lewis Hamilton
in a Mercedes
2014 – Launches latest range of Forged Radi-CAL&trade brake
calipers, PRO 5000 R, at the SEMA (Las Vegas) and PMWE (KÖLN)
Shows
2016 – Introduces WR2, Generation 2 Forged HPK Radi-CAL calipers
to its upgrade product range
Full history at: https://is.gd/udehor
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Decomecc, a specialist in customer-specific
blanking of aluminum strip, has been producing
shaped blanks on a Schuler laser blanking line
since the beginning of 2019. The Decomecc
system, the first Schuler laser blanking line to be
installed, in 2013 in Dormagen, Germany, has been
significantly optimised over a period of five years,
in terms of output rate and blank quality.
At the end of 2018, the line moved from Dormagen
to Genk. It comprises a conveyor system, a laser
cell with three laser cutting heads and a robot for
stacking the parts

FORMING & PRESSING CUTTING A DASH WITH LASERS

Laser blanking
cuts a fine profile
The use of lasers in blanking lines is growing in popularity, and
Schuler is a leading proponent of the technology. Andrew Allcock has
this update on the path that the technology has taken

C

onventional press blanking lines will
continue to have their place, says
Schuler, specifically for the mass
production of blanks with simple geometries.
But for the production of more complex and
changing shapes, it believes that the laser
blanking line, because of its flexibility, is the
first choice, especially for the production of
automotive outer skin blanks in steel and
aluminium (Class A).
Customers from Germany, the US, and
China have already invested in laser blanking
lines from Schuler. Two of the more recent
orders have been one from The People’s
Republic of China, for one of the largest
Chinese steel producers for a plant in Tianjin,
plus another for a customer in South Africa.
Both machines feature two laser heads.
South African automotive supplier VM
Automotive is expected to begin producing
blanks for the plant of a high-end German
automaker in South Africa (among other jobs)
on a laser blanking line 2.18 in the fall of
2020. The newly established blanking
operations will handle the full scope of
material logistics for the car manufacturer,
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thereby increasing the value it adds in South
Africa. By investing in the highly flexible laser
blanking line, VM Automotive was able to
gain the upper hand over competitors that
use conventional blanking systems.
Additional logistics centres are planned for
other auto manufacturers in South Africa.
Back in 2014, one high-end German
automaker ordered its first two laser blanking
lines for mass production, and the
equipment began producing two years later;
these were three laser-head models. “Our
customer no longer has any dies for these
blanks,” notes Martin Liebel, who manages
the Schuler site in Heßdorf, a town located in
the vicinity of Nuremberg. A highly flexible
laser beam now performs the work formerly
handled by the dies. This laser beam makes
it possible to alter the blanking shape at the
push of a button, whereas altering a blanking
die can take several months – not to mention
the accompanying costs for storage and
maintenance. And when the equipping time
is factored in, the overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) climbs to 80% for the
laser blanking line, compared to just 65% for
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conventional press blanking lines.
With the system’s DynamicFlow
Technology, a laser blanking line is up to
70% more productive as a modern servo
blanking line with a press. “Output actually
significantly exceeded our expectations,”
says Liebel, adding that it had been possible
to regularly increase output by a few
percentage points with the help of a number
of smaller measures. A proven cleaning
process ensures that the system produces
high quality blanks that are also spotless –
an important requirement for critical body
shell parts. The same German carmaker
went on to order two additional high-tech
lines in 2017.

BREAD & BUTTER MACHINE
At roughly the same point in time, Schuler
began development work on a new concept
featuring two laser heads instead of the
three of the original designs. “We needed a
‘bread-and-butter’ machine that would also
deliver solid, acceptable performance for the
rest of the world,” Liebel says. The decision
proved to be the right one, as evidenced by
the orders last year for one laser blanking
line 2.18 each from China and South Africa.
“The systems are becoming more and more
dynamic, and the concept will win out in the
end,” Liebel asserts.
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One of the things that makes these
systems so dynamic is the distance control
for the lasers. This maintains a distance of
0.7 to 0.9 mm from the continuously moving
coil and, where necessary, corrects the
distance within fractions of a second to
ensure that any residual surface irregularities
in the sheet metal do not damage the heads.
Explains Liebel: “This axis is critical to the
line’s output. Each coil contains residual
waves. If I’m looking to blank at a rate of
100 m/min, I need to be able to respond
extremely dynamically.”
Larger surface irregularities are eliminated
by a straightener. “The straightening result is
a key ingredient to a stable process,
especially for the laser blanking line,”
regional sales manager Justine Fonteyne,
offers. “To make this happen, we use the
‘Check2Flat’ system, which adjusts the
crowning on the straightener rollers.” Either
the visualisation system makes a
recommendation based on the adjustment
system, which the operator must then
review, or the straightener itself can even
provide fully automated control. “It’s
important to remove as much of the tension
from the material as possible, so that the
metal doesn’t pop up during blanking. These
types of systems help to ensure process
stability.”
According to Liebel, another increasingly
important aspect for carmakers is the
intelligent capacity utilisation of global
facilities. “It’s difficult to make a product
somewhere else on short notice if you’re
using a press blanking line. To do so, our
customers first have to move the die,
prepare it for shipment and then send it off.”
If a supplier is producing the blanks, the
scrap chutes or something else may not fit.
“With laser blanking lines in the production
network, all I have to do is send a data set

A shot of the
Decomecc system’s laser
heads in action

for the desired part and make sure that the
coil material is available on-site. If the
system has available capacity, production
can start one or two hours later. It’s really a
huge advantage.”
Fonteyne’s coworker, Berthold Jüttner,
offers another example: “One of our
customer’s plant managers had a problem
with a blanking press and had asked another
plant manager if he would be able to cut a
few blanks for him on the latter’s laser
blanking line. He then immediately sent the
drawings and had the coils brought to the
site. Blanking began the next day.”
In addition to the newly achieved blank
programming freedom, Jüttner sees another
advantage in the line’s excellent dimensional
accuracy, reproducibility and surface quality:
“There are no burrs, and the amount of
cuttings is much less than in conventional
blanking.” The so-called ‘angel’s hair’
phenomenon is especially prevalent where
blanks are cut from aluminium coils and is
also the reason why blanking presses
regularly need to stop, so that the dies can
be cleaned. “This is no longer an issue with
the laser blanking line,” Jüttner adds.
Laser blanking also makes it possible to
support the material across its entire surface
area. “We can nest the parts edge-to-edge on
the coil and no longer need the 8- to 10-mm
dividers required when using the blanking
dies. For small cut-outs, we can briefly open
the belts and the scrap can drop into the
scrap chute.” On the new lines, the scrap
and good parts are no longer separated
using robots, but rather by an intelligent
sorting system. This provides an additional

Joint venture effort
Schuler has entered into a partnership with Porsche via the a joint venture company
Smart Press Shop GmbH & Co KG, which will open next year in Germany. Production of
the facility’s laser blanking line has commenced at Schuler. The laser blanking line 2.18
is equipped with two cutting heads for processing strip material up to a width of 1,880
mm. The Smart Press Shop will be located in Halle, North RhineWestphalia, some
10 miles west of Bielefeld, where the production of Porsche aluminium outer skin parts
in small batch sizes takes place.
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boost in output.
The growing amount of high-strength
steels used in cars is increasingly pushing
blanking presses closer and closer to their
maximum mechanical loads, Liebel states.
He notes: “When it comes to yield strengths,
there are no limits in laser blanking. We have
performed many tests, and high-strength
steels are no problem.” As Jüttner puts it:
“The laser doesn’t care at all what material is
under it.”
According to Liebel, the bundled beam of
light darts across the metal coil at speeds of
up to 100 m/min at a thickness between
0.7 and 2.5 mm. He adds: “Before the year
2000, it was only possible to achieve
blanking speeds of 4 or 5 m/min using CO2
lasers. Then the fibre laser made its
triumphant entrance and opened up the
entire possibility of laser blanking for the first
time. This development never would have
been possible with conventional gas lasers.”

QUIET, EFFICIENT
A further benefit for laser blanking is that
noise emissions are much lower than with
blanking presses. “If sound protection is
installed on the laser blanking line, you’ll
have to look very carefully to see whether the
line is running or not,” Jüttner says with a
laugh. “You can have a completely normal
conversation, as long as a press isn’t
running next to you.”
The investment cost is also significantly
lower, since the laser line is not as tall and
also does not require an elaborate press
foundation, says Jüttner, noting: “That’s a
huge cost factor.” The loop for material
buffer is also routed above ground. The laser
line’s energy requirements are comparable to
those of a press blanking line, however.
Schuler has developed a software
package, LBL Studio. “All you have to do is
upload the drawing data and the program will
calculate the best-possible contours, the
possible nesting options and the optimum
level of laser utilisation,” Fonteyne says.
“After that, the data can be transferred to
the control system and production can be run
exactly as configured”. ■
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MICRO-MACHINING GETTING UP TO SPEED ON THE SMALL STUFF

The AMRC’s Machining
Group is using its Bumotec
mill-turn to highlight micromachining possibiities to UK
companies

Micro-machining push
Micro-machining in the UK “is a bit of a forgotten art”, suggests University of Sheffield Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre’s (AMRC) engineer Emma Parkin. The AMRC has undertaken a
demonstration to highlight its capabilities and aims to spread the micro-machining word

“I

n the UK, it is mostly SMEs that use
micro-machining. It’s a bit of a
forgotten art over here. It is
expensive to do, because of the machinery
you need to purchase in order to achieve the
accuracies desired. You may be producing
tiny little parts, but there is so much
precision that goes into it, it ends up
becoming quite expensive.
“The majority of micro-machining is
produced in Europe, with Switzerland being
the most well-known, and because of this a
lot of work gets sent there – incurring a
further decline in knowledge in the UK.
“There are a lot of companies that use
micro parts, but there are only a very few
companies in the UK now that actually
specialise in micro-machining; mostly people
just send work out of the country.
“We have a few places in the UK that
specialise in high precision but the numbers
are few. It’s more machine tool companies
and cutting tool companies who tend to sell
you their machines and pass on some
knowledge, but to me that is not the best
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way, which is where we come in, and what
we’re trying to do – have tech that we can
give out to companies to bridge that gap.”
So Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC) engineers Emma Parkin and
Joe Thickett have created a tiny artwork to
show off the AMRC Machining Group’s
capabilities, with the goal of bolstering
industry knowledge on micro-machining to
help UK firms win business. The pair have
used the AMRC’s Bumotec mill-turn to micromachine The Queen’s head onto a piece of
brass, using cutting tools so small they are
barely visible to the naked eye.

TINY DETAILS HARDLY VISIBLE
The machined portrait of Her Majesty,
measuring just 1.4 mm, is so small that the
intricate detail can only be seen clearly
through a powerful microscope. It is a major
achievement for the pair, who wanted to
create the tiny artwork to show off the AMRC
Machining Group’s capabilities with the goal
of bolstering industry knowledge on micromachining to help UK firms win business.
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The face was created using a seven-axis
Starrag (https://is.gd/yabegi) Bumotec S-191
mill-turn centre, an industry leading high
accuracy machine tool platform. Parkin and
Thickett’s deep understanding of the
machine’s behaviour allowed them to
produce four remarkably detailed Queen’s
heads having diameters of 11.2, 7, 2.8 and
1.4 mm on a single circular piece of brass
measuring 25 mm across.
They used micro-end-mill cutting tools
supplied by Sandvik Coromant (https://
is.gd/layuhe) to achieve the basic shape of
the design before switching to tiny but
incredibly precise ballnose cutters – the
smallest of which measures just 0.2 mm –
to carry out the detailed contouring of the
Queen’s face.
“We chose the Queen as a portrait,
because we wanted to do something similar
to a coin as it is relatable, people generally
know the size of a coin; so to be able to
scale it down in size yet still keep the
Queen’s face on there is the ‘wow’ factor.
“We wanted to show our partners and
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Bumotec rental
Last year, Starrag UK announced a
machine rental scheme for its Bumotec
range of multi-axis mill-turn and
machining centres. The scheme allows
customers to avoid relatively high
upfront capital expenditure yet
immediately benefit from the machines’
ability to drastically reduce lead times
by completing a range of different tasks
in a single setting. The scheme applies
to the s191 and s181 Bumotec
machines.
wider industry what is achievable; that we
can work to an accuracy of 0.001 mm on
workpieces as small as 1.5 mm and make
use of these tiny cutters whilst still
maintaining detail.”
Parkin drew on the vast expertise from
across the AMRC to create the micromachined portraits. “To get Her Majesty’s
face, we scanned a real coin, using a 3D
microscope that’s normally reserved for
detecting surface roughness of texture on a

AMRC engineers Emma Parkin
and Joe Thickett show off
the tiny artworks they have
machined
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material. It works by taking a series of
pictures that are then layered up to create a
3D image. We then gave that digital 3D
image to an engineer in the Design and
Prototyping Group – Valdis Krumins – who
was able to turn it into a file format I could
work with called STL, which is used in
stereolithography CAD software.
“We were able to take that STL file and
upload it into Siemens NX 12, which is a
CAD design software package. In this
environment, we were able to make a
program for the toolpaths – roughing; semiroughing; semi-finishing; and finishing
– which is standard practice for
any high precision machining.
“We require a high
degree of accuracy and
repeatability from our
toolpaths to avoid tool
failure. The software is
important, because the
difficulty with micromachining is that you can’t
hear the cutter’s health, so you
have to get the feeds and speeds right
the first time.

“We started at 4 mm to remove the bulk
material and then went down in size. When
we got to the finishing operations with the
0.2 mm ballnose, we were doing micron
step overs, which is literally moving a micron
every time, back and forth.”
It is this high precision and ability to
achieve accuracies to one micron that is
increasingly important for modern micro,
ultra-precision and high value manufacturing,
across a broad range of applications from
automotive, aerospace and medical to
watchmaking, electronics, cryogenics and
space. That makes micro-machining
and micro-engineering big
business, with latest reports
(by IndustryARC) suggesting
a global market value of
$12.5 billion last year,
concentrated mainly in the
US and Europe.
“At a retail price
upwards of £600,000, the
Bumotec machine is not
affordable for every SME, but what
we can do is get those best practices out
there around machine tool selection,
inspection, environmental considerations,
cutting strategies, tooling, tool run-out and
component metrology.
“The gain is that by adopting this best
practice, companies could potentially
increase productivity and manufacture in
house components that would normally be
deemed as too difficult.”
Parkin is hoping the ‘coin’ demonstrator
will lead to further micro-machining R&D and
commercial projects for the AMRC, which is
part of the High Value Manufacturing (HVM)
Catapult network. “I just want people
to come and have a look at what
we’re doing. “At the moment,
when people come to the
AMRC, and here to Factory
of the Future, what they
see is aerospace, with
massive aerospace
components on display and
huge machines.
“I want people to think bigger
than that, by thinking smaller and walk
onto the shopfloor, down to the Bumotec or
the Kern, and go ‘wow’, the AMRC can make
some really small parts. Let’s work with
them.” ■
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TURNING NEW INVESTMENTS SLIDE INTO ACTION

Home & away

A two-year payback
is expected for this
Cincom L20-X at Charles
Austin Pumps

Sliding-head turning technology is boosting output and competitiveness at a UK pump-making OEM and
in Russia at precision component maker, Citizen and Tornos technology respectively are providing the
service. Plus, industry & product news in brief

O

ne of the UK’s largest pump
manufacturers shipping more than
200,000 units per year, Charles
Austen Pumps, has invested in its first
sliding-headstock bar auto, a Cincom L20-X
from Citizen Machinery UK (https://is.gd/
hexase). Installed in the OEM’s Byfleet
factory in June 2019, it has taken over the
turn-milling of parts up to 25 mm diameter,
the vast majority of which are brass, with
aluminium, stainless steel and plastic
components also produced. Importantly, the
company is anticipating a two-year payback.
Growth over the last six years for the
75-year-old company has been an amazing
30% per annum, driven by strong home
sales and a buoyant export market. This has
put a strain on all areas of the operation,
not least the machine shop. While prismatic
metalcutting, including the milling and
drilling of parts for pumps, as well as
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injection mould manufacture, is largely
carried out in-house, the two fixed-head,
57 mm bar capacity CNC lathes on site
struggled to cope with the production
volumes of rotational parts. As a result, as
much as two-thirds of the turning
requirement was subcontracted out at a cost
of more than £100,000 per year.
Byfleet machine shop manager Matt
Wright explains: “More than 80% of our
turned components is between 16 and
19 mm in diameter, so we needed a lathe of
relatively small bar capacity to start bringing
work back to our factory. Our bigger lathes
are not so efficient when machining these
smaller workpieces, due to their longer tool
movements and slower axis travels.
“We considered fixed-head as well as
sliding-head technology, as our parts are
generally short compared to their diameter.
We concluded that sliding-head turn-milling
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would be more productive, because the tools
are mounted on gang posts rather than
turrets, so are quicker into the cuts as they
have less distance to move. Also, as we do
not need to use the guide bush, the bar
remnants are shorter, saving money on
material.
“Should we ever need it, we also have
the flexibility of quickly installing the guide
bush for true Swiss-type turning of shaft-type
workpieces over 2.5D.”
In casting his eye across the market for
sliding-head technology, the company says
that its choice of Citizen was primarily down
its reputation for quality machines and for
providing good applications support, training
and after-sales service, which since the
L20-X was installed Wright describes as
“brilliant”.
A selection of turn-milled components for
the OEM’s pumps was taken to the machine
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L-R: Yuriy Lutskiy, Politek
representative, Klavdiya Antonova
with the Tornos machine installed
at Laguna, Saint-Petersburg
supplier’s Bushey technical centre, where
the firm’s engineers recommended the best
machine for producing the parts. The twin
spindle L20-X turning centre in optional,
oversize configuration capable of machining
bar up to 25 mm in diameter was the
machine the fitted the bill. An Iemca barfeed
(1st MTA, https://is.gd/nojopo) for threemetre stock was also supplied, as well as a
workpiece conveyor.
Standard features of the machine include
up to 44 cutters, including rotary stations on
the gang, opposing and back tool posts, with
Y-axis movement of the first two tool carriers.
Batch sizes produced on the Cincom vary
greatly from ones and twos for the R&D
department up to 10,000-off. The first job on
the machine was a brass cam that ran
continuously for 96 hours, from Monday
morning to Thursday evening. Machined in
one 105-second cycle to tolerances down to
+ 10 /-5 microns, including in-cycle
engraving for traceability, the part previously
needed two operations taking three times
longer, plus additional handling for manual
chamfering and stamping. Wright advises
that machine attendance was minimal during
the day and non-existent overnight. When he
arrived at the factory the next morning and
measured the parts, all were not only within
the 15 microns tolerance band but right in
the middle of it.
Prior to delivery of the lathe, Citizen
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provided programs for machining two
components. Since then, the Cincom
machine operators, including Wright’s son
Ryan, have been using the supplier’s Alkart
CNC Wizard programming software. This is
easy to learn and a simple process to cut,
modify and paste elements from the original
programs and add new blocks for other
features using the wizard’s G-code and
M-code library built into the software.
Concludes Wright: “We are already
bringing turned parts manufacture back in
house and that will accelerate in the coming
months. We have hundreds of component
variations lined up to put on the L20-X. By
Easter this year, we should be turn-milling
them all in our factory.
“With the amount we have been spending
lately on subcontracting services, I calculate
that the Citizen Cincom slider will pay for
itself in a little less than two years.”

FROM RUSSIA WITH PRECISION
Also using sliding-head technology but
located in Saint-Petersburg, Russia, is
Laguna. Founded just 21 years ago, it now
boasts 100 machine tools that include 25
Tornos (https://is.gd/coticu) Swiss style
lathes. Today one of Russia’s largest
manufacturers of small parts, it has counted
on the technical knowledge of Russian
engineer Yuriy Lutskiy and the administrative
skills of Klavdiya Antonova since its

establishment. Laguna produces thousands
of small workpieces every month, everything
from connectors through to bolts, screws
and much more for the electronics,
instrumentation and control, automotive,
aerospace, medical, transport and
telecommunications sectors.
Latest Tornos arrival is a Swiss GT 13.
This incorporates 6-axis kinematics that
make the machine ideal for the most
complex parts on the market. It also
provides Laguna with the required flexibility
to expand its business. Installation of the
machine was undertaken by Russian Tornos
agent Politek Co Ltd, which has provided
engineering solutions, training and fullservice support to Laguna plant.
The Tornos Swiss GT 13 has enabled
Laguna to substantially increase its
productivity, much of this is credit to the
machine’s rigidity and high coolant pressure
that evacuates chips and improves
machining performance, especially during
the machining of dental instruments.
With up to 30 tools, including 12 rotating
tools, the Swiss GT 13 is equipped with
three motors (two on the platen and one for
counter operation) to drive numerous
rotating tools. A modular position is
available to accommodate the addition of
advanced tooling. The rotating toolholders
on the rear platen and the counter-operation
station are easily exchangeable and these
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Industry & product news in brief
■ Newly formed WH-Lead Ltd, based in Towcester, a sister
company of Whitehouse Machine Tools, is the new Leadwell CNC
lathe (and machining centre) representative in the UK.
https://is.gd/noniju
■ Starrag UK offers a machine rental scheme for its Bumotec range
of multi-axis mill-turn and machining centres. The scheme will
provide potential users with a cost-effective way to capitalise on the
benefits of multi-tasking, single set-up machining for the production
of complex small-to-medium sized parts. https://is.gd/yinoto
There were a number of intended MACH 2020 launches that are
now postponed, but the technology nonetheless is still available.
Details of these can still be read on Machinery’s website, but here
are a few examples:
■ Citizen’s flagship series-five Cincom M32-VIII and a Miyano BNE65MSB are both of revised design with more power and flexibility,
and featuring the latest Mitsubishi M800 5-axis touch-screen
control. Consequently, the latter machine is the first 65 mm
capacity Miyano lathe to offer superimposed machining, which
allows three tools to be in-cut together under simultaneous 5-axis
control. https://is.gd/gudezu
■ The MACH S-154 MY from MACH Machine Tools is a multitasking 45 mm bar-diameter capacity CNC lathe equipped with a
C-axis, integrated Y-axis and driven tools. FANUC control with 10.4”
screen is fitted. This versatile CNC lathe is supplied as standard
with a 6” power chuck, Renishaw tool setter, tailstock, driven
toolholders, parts catcher with conveyor, swarf conveyor and a
barfeed interface. https://is.gd/velugo
■ The Okuma Spaceturn LB3000 EX II turn-milling centre (above)
from NCMT is equipped with the Japanese manufacturer’s Armroid
robotic arm and is claimed to be the first in the world with such a
feature integrated inside a CNC machine tool. Three different endof-arm effector options are available for the robot. One is for
blasting the cutting zone with air to improve chip management.
Another provides additional support during the cutting process to
prevent chatter. The third automatically loads and unloads parts
weighing up to 5 kg. All three are stored within the machine and are
changed automatically by the robot. https://is.gd/kabuxo

features allow Laguna operators to
significantly reduce set-up times for a large
range of workpieces.
The Tornos Swiss GT 13 allows the
company to save precious seconds whilst
ensuring it meets the highest quality and
precision levels of 1.6 (-0.005) mm diameter
during the machining of stainless steel
components. The machine can tackle both
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Okuma Spaceturn LB3000 EX II turn-milling centre
comes complete with the Japanese manufacturer’s
Armroid robotic arm that operates within the working area
■ Tornos SwissNano 7 and MultiSwiss 8x26. Previously only
available in a 4 mm diameter variant, the 7 mm capacity SwissNano
7 retains the advantages of the 4 mm version, such as the
kinematics and the thermal stability, when machining small turned
parts. The MultiSwiss 8x26 is one of a family of three, ranging from
14 to 32 mm spindle sizes. Equipped with eight spindles and eight
slides for main operations, and accommodating up to three tools
per slide, the MultiSwiss 8x26 takes the performance of the
MultiSwiss range to another level. https://is.gd/iferov
■ Star’s 38/42 mm (no guide bush) SX-38 model Type A is a
versatile, powerful and heavy duty solution for machining complex
mill-turn parts. Combining some of the best features from the SV,
ST and SR series, the new SX-38 Type A gives users the opportunity
to expand their machining capabilities and maximise productivity.
It can be complemented by Star’s High Frequency Turning (HFT)
swarf-control software, developed to increase machine efficiency on
difficult-to-chip materials. HFT works on any linear axis on any
channel and is the only chip-breaking software of its kind that is
capable of being fitted to both new and older Star models dating
back to 1996. https://is.gd/mefimi
■ XYZ Machine Tools has new additions to its Compact Turn
turning centre range, the XYZ CT65HD and the XYZ CT52LR. The
XYZ CT65HD replaces the existing Compact Turn CT65 and comes
with a maximum turned length of more than double its predecessor,
at 535 mm, and a total Z-axis travel of 550 mm. The XYZ CT52LR
mirrors the development of XYZ Machine Tools’ machining centre
range, with the introduction of linear-rail technology to its turning
centres for the first time. Providing a 300 mm maximum turned
length and 52 mm bar capacity, the XYZ CT52LR provides users
with an entry into turning-centre ownership. https://is.gd/adusoh

short rigid parts and long parts with small
diameters since the Swiss GT machine to be
converted to run with or without a guide
bush in less than 15 minutes. This fast
turnaround is significantly improving
productivity at Laguna.
From a management perspective, the
TISIS software from Tornos improves
production efficiency and enables real-time

process monitoring. Furthermore, the
company says it helps when writing code as
it points out any coding errors, reduces the
risk of collisions and the resulting
stoppages. Additionally, the Tornos TISIS
software can display the part program in an
easy-to-read Gantt diagram, making it easy
to see the critical path and optimise the
process. ■
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Surface roughness and contour measurement from one unit
The new Formtracer Avant Series converts between measuring surface
roughness and contour, and vice versa, within seconds just by turning
a thumbscrew and changing the detector. Shutting down the software
and switching off the controller for the change is now unnecessary. This
saves time and money.
For perfect flexibility the modular system can adapt to a whole range
of new measuring tasks by retrofit. An optional swivelling drive unit
eliminates the need for custom work-holding fixtures on inclined surface
measurement.
Your surface roughness and contour measurement begins and ends
with us. For more information visit: www.mitutoyo.co.uk

QUALITY & METROLOGY CONTROL & ASSURANCE

An engineer using
the Absolute Arm to
measure a steering
drop arm at Pailton
Engineering

Demanding quality
The latest metrology solutions remain in demand, including
measuring arms, CMMs, form measuring systems, length measuring
machines, optical imaging devices and laser trackers, as Steed
Webzell discovers

C

oventry-based steering system
specialist Pailton Engineering has
added to its quality assurance
equipment with a 7-axis Absolute Arm
featuring an RS5 laser scanner. Supplied by
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence (https://
is.gd/anokem), this articulated measuring
arm offers tactile probing and surface
scanning of steering parts to generate a 3D
image of intricate products on-screen, with
precise measurements of geometry.
The Absolute Arm has certification in
accordance to ISO10360-12 for probing
accuracy, while scanning accuracy complies
with ISO10360-8 Annex D standards.
Designed for lightness and usability, the
company’s engineers are already putting the
equipment to good use, performing high
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speed 3D scanning on various surfaces and
features.
“We have the capabilities to measure
very large products by creating what we call
a ‘leap frog’ alignment,” explains Matthew
Pease, engineer at Pailton Engineering.
“After, we can move the arm into a new
position, where we can still reach and remeasure the same features used to create
the leap frog alignment, and gain access to
areas on the product inaccessible from the
original arm position. This enables us to
move around large products to gain full
access to all characteristics requiring
measurement.
“All measurement data can be combined
and used to define the actual and theoretical
features and characteristics for GD&T
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requirements,” he adds. “The information
can be presented in a single report using the
master alignment strategy to drawing. A
good example would be measuring a large
vehicle, which would require the Absolute
Arm to be continuously repositioned to
perform a complete inspection.
“With a fully certified, wide scan line
capable of 752,000 points per second on
any surface, this investment has
transformed our quality assurance
processes. The scanner also allows for
reverse engineering capabilities by scanning
an item, then creating a mesh to be
rendered for a fully surfaced CAD model.”
Further north, Sheffield-based AMB, which
predominantly supplies pump wear parts for
OEMs in the energy sector, has added an
Xtreme 500 CNC CMM from Aberlink
(https://is.gd/pewaro) to its capacity. The
machine offers travels in the X, Y and Z axes
of 400 by 400 by 270 mm.
AMB’s CMMs are housed in a dedicated
temperature-controlled room. To ensure the
absolute repeatability of parts, all work
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The MItutoyo Formtracer Avant is now being
used to measure features on golf club faces

destined for CMM inspection is left in this
room for a full 24 hours before inspection,
ensuring thermal stabilisation.
Says QHS manager Chris Green: “Already
familiar with Aberlink CMMs and measuring
software, we were shown the Xtreme at
MACH 2018 and were really impressed.
There was nothing else like it at the
exhibition and it met all of our requirements,
in terms of size, performance and price. We
had looked at other measuring options but
couldn’t justify the cost. Other CMMs can be
serious sums of money and then you feel
stuck with the machine for life. Aberlink
CMMs are so cost-effective that you’re able
to review the situation after 10 years and, if
needed, upgrade the CMM, keeping more in
tune with changes in technology.”
Aberlink’s Xtreme CMM boasts the
capability to be located wherever it is
needed, as the machine is not reliant on a
compressed air supply, making it a true plugand-play solution for either the shopfloor or
inspection room.
“There is no other CMM on the market
that you can basically wheel in and out
whenever needed and, because of its small
footprint, it’s easy to position, even with
limited space available,” says Green. “The
sheer speed of the CMM is equally
impressive; it has substantially increased
the through-flow of work, allowing inspection
staff to carry out other tasks.”
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Even the leisure industry is benefiting
from the latest metrology equipment, as
evidenced by The R&A, situated close to the
home of golf near St Andrews, which has
taken delivery of a contour and surface
roughness instrument from Mitutoyo
(https://is.gd/haloca) to help it evaluate
submissions of new equipment for
conformance to the official rules of golf.

RULE OF FIVE
The rules and specifications related to golf
clubs are divided into five separate
categories: club (general), shaft, grip, club
head and club face. Having used a previous
generation Mitutoyo Formtracer instrument
for measuring the impact area markings on
club faces for some years, the organisation
recently took delivery of the newly launched
Mitutoyo Formtracer Avant. The Formtracer
Avant is now being used to precisely
measure the profiles, widths, depths, edge
radii and separation distances of the
grooves located on the impact areas of club
faces against the relevant specifications
detailed in the rules. Surface finish is also
inspected using the Formtracer Avant, which
avoids the need to invest in two separate
devices as it is able to convert from a
surface roughness measuring instrument
into a contour measuring device – and vice
versa – within seconds.
“Each week we receive 30-40

submissions of new equipment for
evaluation,” says assistant director –
research and testing at The R&A, Andrew
Johnson. “Our Mitutoyo Formtracer has
proven reliable, and provided the necessary
levels of accuracy and ease-of-use.
Replacing it with the new Avant model has
ensured that we are able to keep pace with
the high volumes of contour and surface
roughness testing.”
At the opposite end of the country,
Fareham-based MECH Metrology has
invested in a Trimos Horizon Premium length
measuring machine from Bowers Group
(https://is.gd/idayon). The move has not only
increased MECH Metrology’s capacity for inhouse calibration services, but improved
certainty of measurement by 50%. As well as
enabling the business to calibrate plug
gauges traceable to UKAS standards, the
Trimos Horizon Premium can help calibrate
thread, plug and ring gauges, plain plug
gauges, and plain ring gauges.
Russell Johnston, owner of MECH
Metrology, says: “There are three key
reasons why we chose to invest in the
Trimos Horizon Premium: capability, capacity
and accuracy. We can now calibrate more
equipment in house than ever, at a higher
level of accuracy. Speed of process has also
improved significantly, so we can get more
work done in less time.” And he confirms
that the return on investment for the Horizon
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“has been very quick”.
Away from the production shop,
maintenance and repair is another industry
segment investing in quality. A case in point
can be seen at the Glasgow facility of
Aerotron Avotec, which specialises in the
repair and overhaul of rotary and fixed wing
aircraft components for civil and military
customers. The company has to work with
everything from tiny bearings to shafts,
gears, brake components, wheels and large
outer casings for aircraft undercarriages.
Engineers at the company are tasked with
inspecting parts to extremely tight
tolerances, which can often mean having to
take key measurements from difficult-toaccess areas.
After scanning the market for the most
suitable solutions to these challenges,
Aerotron Avotec invested in an IM-7500
optical imaging measurement system from
Keyence (https://is.gd/opodek), which has
enabled measurements to be acquired using
just one instrument and in a fraction of the
time previously required. Simultaneously,
using the Keyence system has increased the
accuracy of measurements, mainly through
being able to reduce the amount of human
interface involved. Once the information
gathered is programmed into the memory of
the machine, parts of the same specification

can be measured quickly and simply with
one or two button clicks. This functionality
greatly reduces the number of man-hours
that would traditionally be spent on such a
task.

PLAIN SAILING WITH FARO TECH
At the other end of the size scale, the
accurate positioning, alignment and
assembly of large, cumbersome items such
as boat hulls for the marine industry is a
regular and often challenging requirement.
Superyacht builder Sunseeker has
eliminated the difficulties associated with
these tasks, following the recent purchase
of two complementary, laser-based
technologies from Faro UK (https://is.gd/
owoxug). The Faro products have enabled
the Poole-based company to reduce its build
times and further develop the company’s
quality standards. Sunseeker has installed
a Faro Vantage E laser tracker, four Faro
Tracer M laser projectors and Faro’s CAM2
software, all of which are now in daily use.
Composite development manager Stuart
Jones explains the benefits of the
company’s Faro Vantage laser tracker:
“We’re now able to rapidly and accurately
capture the 3D base geometry of, for
example, our superyacht hulls and large
composite components, and ensure they

adhere to the designs generated with the
help of our in-house design and
manufacturing software. Once obtained, this
data is used by our four new Faro laser
projectors to project a variety of key datums,
templates and location positions on to the
yacht hulls, allowing the precise fitting of key
components during build.
“As many of the parts have tight
tolerances, our tracker routines allow us to
accurately detect and quantify any deflection
or change in the geometrical shape of
components such as hulls that could cause
later assembly issues. The use of the
precise data gathered by our tracker means
we are able to take early corrective actions
and avoid more problematic issues later in
the build process.”
Suitable for large-scale 3D measurement
applications, the Vantage enables users to
maximise productivity and reduce inspection
cycle times by 50-75%, says Faro. The
device can be applied to assembly,
alignment, part inspection, machine
installation and reverse engineering tasks.
Sunseeker’s manufacturing engineering
manager, Steve Efford, says: “With Faro’s
help, we’ve been able to quickly develop a
range of manufacturing methodologies that
have improved our precision capabilities and
reduced build times.” ■

Quality & metrology industry & products news in brief
■ Taylor Hobson’s calibration laboratory recently celebrated
50 years of continuous accreditation. The laboratory was
initially accredited on 12 January 1970 by the British
Calibration Service (BCS). Setting out further milestones,
Taylor Hobson’s UKAS laboratory
gained accreditation to ISO 17025 in
February 2002, and testing
laboratory accreditation in January
2004. September 2007 saw the
company’s laboratories reestablished into newly designed
ISO-graded cleanroom facilities. Jon
Leeman, head of the laboratory,
■ Verus Metrology has entered into a partnership
says: “Although I wasn’t there for the
with Apex Metrology, a move that will see the
initial accreditation, looking back it’s
latter supply Verus’ bespoke metrology fixtures,
a fantastic achievement for the
along with its modular metrology fixturing kit –
laboratory, it’s personnel and my
V-FIX – for non-bespoke fixture solutions. Apex is
The Opticline T3D optical shaft measuring
predecessors Clive Eager and Pat
the latest member to join Verus’ Approved
system with tactile 3D measuring probe
Kilbane.” https://is.gd/madavo
Partners Programme. https://is.gd/iyubam
■ Industrial metrology specialist the Sempre Group has
introduced the Opticline T3D optical shaft measuring system
with tactile 3D measuring probe. The technology, manufactured
and designed by partner Jenoptik, is suitable for the
measurement of axial run-out, grooves and
bores on shaft-based parts with milled or
drilled features. Alongside its high speed,
optical and non-contact measurement options,
the T3D tactile probe allows the user to
achieve full component measurement with just
one system. https://is.gd/muleje
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ALL YOUR NEEDS, JUST A

The Combi
Small batches, volume production, high precision, curved shapes,
sharp angles. Whatever your sheet metal product, a Prima Power
Combi machine is a perfect solution: with a large range of tools,
customisable configuration and automation options, it’s the most
flexible, integrated punch-laser system to do everything you need
on one machine.
What can a Combi do for you?

SUBCONTRACTING SUPPLY & DEMAND

Delivering
the goods
Nacom invests in XYZ machines; Delavale turns to MACH Machine
Tools; Qualiturn selects Mills CNC. Steed Webzell has the details

C

hesterfield-based Nacom Automation
and its range of Flexopress printers
emerged from the ashes of liquidation
when current owner Nick Cadby, who was a
creditor to the original owner of the printing
machine company, realised the only way to
get his money back was to buy the
intellectual property and turn the business
around. Part of that transformation was
establishing its own machining facility, in
partnership with XYZ Machine Tools (https://
is.gd/oxorop).
Nacom’s Flexopress printers are designed
and built to order, meaning parts must be
manufactured quickly, but the company’s
reliance on subcontract machining was
causing unnecessary delays. The solution
was to bring machining in house, a daunting
task, given Cadby’s limited machining
experience. However, the challenge was
overcome with the XYZ ProtoTRAK control
system.
“During a visit to a friend’s business,
I saw an XYZ 2-OP machine [355 by 305 by
455 in X, Y and Z] and my curiosity was
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stirred,” he says. “The compact nature of the
machine was perfect for our situation, so I
gathered up a few drawings, visited XYZ’s
showroom and asked the question: how hard
can it be to make these? The answers
highlighted just how easy it was with the XYZ
ProtoTRAK control, which fills the gap
between an experienced CNC programmer
and someone with basic machining skills, like
myself.”
Duly reassured, the XYZ 2-OP portable
vertical machining centre became Nacom’s
first step along the road to self-sufficiency.
It was quickly followed by an XYZ SMX 5000
bed-mill with 1,524 by 596 by 540 mm
capacity, then an XYZ SLX 355 ProTURN lathe
(360 mm swing and 1,000 mm between
centres) and an XYZ LPM vertical machining
centre (785 by 470 by 530 mm), with the
common thread that all were controlled by a
version of ProtoTRAK.
“Cutting our reliance on subcontracting
has reduced lead times by at least 50%, and
we are in total control of costs and quality,”
says the business owner.
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A change for the
better at Delavale,
following investment
in manufacturing kit
supplied by MACH
Machine Tools

An unexpected benefit of moving to inhouse machining is the fact that Nacom is
now picking up subcontract work as word
spreads about its new capability. So much so
that a further machine, this time an XYZ
CT52 turning centre (400 mm swing, 200
mm turning diameter), has recently arrived to
bolster the company’s turning capability. The
XYZ CT52, which features the Siemens 828D
ShopTurn conversational control, is the
company’s first non-ProtoTRAK machine.
The story is similar at the Bagshot facility
of Delavale Engineering, which has recently
installed two MACH 710MM+ vertical
machining centres from MACH Machine Tools

Nacom’s XYZ SLX 355 ProTURN lathe
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Close-up of the Xpert 40 in operation at
Inishowen Engineering, see box, below

(https://is.gd/vomuwi). Positioned adjacent to
one another at the company’s 5,000 ft2
facility, the machines create a flexible, high
productivity milling cell.
Deciding to invest in new machines from
MACH Machine Tools represents a significant
departure for Delavale. Prior to the new
acquisitions, the company largely purchased
pre-owned machines from Machine Tool
Sales Online (MTSO) which, like MACH
Machine Tools, is part of the Vigilance Group
of companies. New machines were acquired
from a different supplier.
Indeed, it was during a visit to MTSO’s
Bristol showroom facility that Delavale’s
managing director, Steve Burrows, having an

eye on acquiring a pre-owned machining
centre, spotted a new MACH 710MM+ for the
first time. The machine offers a capacity of
710 by 400 by 450 mm in the X, Y and Z axis
respectively.
Says Burrows: “MACH 710MM+ machines
have a number of attractive features and their
specification compares favourably with many
mid-size vertical machining centres on the
market. Particularly appealing was the directdrive spindle configuration which, unlike
belt-driven spindle options, is much quieter
and more responsive. The machine’s faceand-taper tooling and 48 m/min rapid rates
were other key selling points.
“After its delivery and installation, one of
the first jobs loaded to the machine was an
existing precision aluminium component,”
he continues. “The MACH 710MM+ delivered
immediate benefits, most notably a 50%
reduction in cycle time and the elimination of
manual finishing operations.”
Due to the performance and productivity
improvements gained from the MACH
710MM+, just a few months later Delavale
ordered a second identical machine.
In Hertford, Mills CNC (https://is.gd/
ugoyob), the exclusive distributor of Doosan
machine tools in the UK and Ireland, has
supplied subcontract specialist Qualiturn
Products with a Doosan DVF 5000 5-axis
machining centre. The machine, one of the
first of its type in the UK, arrived shortly after

the company relocated to new 20,000 ft2
premises.
“The DVF 5000 investment was made to
improve our milling capabilities and
complement our existing technologies,” says
Nick Groom, Qualiturn’s managing director.
“We are keen advocates of one-hit machining
and, wherever possible, look to automate our
processes.”
This commitment to continuous
improvement through automation led
Qualiturn (in 2014) to invest in its first Lang
(https://is.gd/wevufa) Robo-Trex robot
system. The set-up uses mobile trollies that
are loaded with multiple vices that hold
workpieces. These workpieces – once
prepped – are loaded into a Doosan DNM
650 machining centre by the system’s robot.
Due to the success of the DNM 650/Lang
Robo-Trex automated manufacturing cell, the
company decided to invest in a second cell,
based on the new DVF 5000, which has a
capacity of 625 by 450 by 400 mm in the
three linear axes.
“Our new cell is fully operational and runs
24/7,” says Qualiturn’s Groom. “The Doosan
DVF 5000 is a high performance machine
and, by integrating it with an automated parthandling system, we’ve been able to exploit
its full potential. As a result, we have
experienced productivity gains and reduced
lead times, both of which make us more
competitive.” ■

€30 million factory expansions
Sheet metal fabrication and CNC machining subcontractor
Inishowen Engineering has increased the size of its production
facility in County Donegal, Ireland. The move follows an €11 million
investment in a new 160,000 ft2 factory that opened on a sevenacre site in Drumfries in early 2019.
As part of the expansion programme, which started in April
2017, an extra €19 million has been spent on machine tools,
a pair of robotic welding stations and finishing equipment, including
shot blasting booths.
In addition to the replacement of a CNC tube bender and a
plasma cutting machine with more modern plant, and the purchase
of another large machining centre, further machines introduced
include a 12 by 2 m capacity 6 kW flat-bed fibre laser cutter that
arrived in 2018. This machine joined two 4 by 2 m capacity models
of similar power installed in 2015 and 2017. All are BySprint Fiber
models supplied by Bystronic UK (https://is.gd/iludiq).
Also on site from the same source are seven press brakes,
including two Bystronic Xpert 6 m, 650 tonne capacity machines
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that arrived in 2019, as well as a machine for the CO2 laser cutting
of tube up to 305 mm diameter by 12,500 mm long. The tube
laser can complete in five minutes what might take four hours of
manual milling and drilling on different metalcutting machine tools.
Additionally, during the spring of 2019, Bystronic supplied and
installed an automated sheet storage and handling system that
continually loads and unloads material to and from the company’s
laser cutters. As a result, Inishowen estimates that output from the
two smaller lasers is up by 30-50%.
Inishowen Engineering’s owner and managing director Michael
McKinney says: “The BySprint Fibers not only cut significantly faster
but cost less to service and run as there are no optics or need for
assist gas, and electricity consumption is much lower. Moreover,
greater reliability means we are confident in leaving the machines
to run unattended overnight.
“Smaller firms may struggle to finance the acquisition of top-end
machines, but only by doing so is it possible to obtain quality
coupled with competitive cost-per-part production,” he concludes.
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Stay productive with
Hexagon
If you need to change the way
you work, we’re here to support
you with a range of options to
help you stay productive.
Move your license to
another computer
You can move your license
to any computer and use the
software installed.

Short-term licence for
your home PC
You can now request a shortterm licence for your home
PC to enable you to continue
working from home.
As always, our customers
are our first priority, and in
these uncertain times, our
mission remains the same:
to stand by your side.
| Find out more at www.hexagonmi.com/WAHS
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On-site nitrogen
generation for laser cutting
We know that laser cutting is a very
competitive industry. If your challenge
as a metal fabricator is to reduce your
cost per part and maximise throughput
whilst keeping the quality of your laser-cut
products high, we might have the answer.
If your nitrogen currently comes from
bottles or a tank, you can probably reduce
your nitrogen costs for laser cutting to one
tenth by switching to an Atlas Copco onsite
nitrogen generator.
On-site nitrogen supply is not only cheaper,
it means you will not have to interrupt
production to change bottles or refill your
tank. We are sure you’ll never want to buy
bottled nitrogen again once you have
discovered the flexibility, convenience and
economy of onsite nitrogen generation.
If you are worried about the impact
of making such a big change to your
nitrogen supply, we would be happy to
show you some examples of similar metal
fabrication businesses and laser cutting
OEMs who have made the switch and

are pleased they did. We can give advice
on purity and flow and will supply the
complete nitrogen generation package
with warranty and service.
Our range of nitrogen generators
are suitable both for intermittent or
continuous usage and we have options for
high and low flow requirements, as well
as high pressure. We supply high purity
systems to ensure there will be no oxidised
cut edge on your products but, if you are an
OEM and require a diﬀerent specification,
we can use our expertise to optimise the
system for your requirements.
Atlas Copco is already a big name in air
compressors to the metal fabrication
industry, and can also supply pipework,
vacuum pumps, parts and service to
support your laser cutting applications.

Forget transport costs, forget bottle orders and tank refills,
and create your own nitrogen on site
Atlas Copco Compressors
0800 181085
compressor.sales@uk.atlascopco.com
www.atlascopco.co.uk/nitrogen-laser-cutting

COMPOSITES IN MANUFACTURING PICK & MIX MATERIALS

Benefits
stack up
The benefits of composite materials
are stacking up across a host of
sectors, including automotive, rail,
aerospace and nuclear, as Steed
Webzell explains

W

itney-based Shape Machining has
designed, manufactured and
successfully tested a carbon fibre
suspension link for a high-end automotive
OEM. The design uses ShapeTex and epoxy
thermoset resin technologies to make a part
that can be pressed in short cycle times,
providing a 45% weight saving over a formed
aluminium component.
Managing director Peter McCool says:
“We’ve developed this combination of
technologies in house to exploit the growing
market for advanced structural composite
components.”
Shape provided all the engineering,
design, tooling and manufacturing services
to complete the project. This technology is
the intellectual property of the company and
is now being offered to the wider automotive
industry.
“By placing fibre only where it is needed,
we create very efficient structures that can
The world’s first
carbon fibre bogie
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Shape Machining –
carbon composite
suspension links for a
high-end automotive
application
save a significant amount of weight for
customers,” adds McCool. “We successfully
tested to destruction several of these links
and I can confirm that they meet or exceed
all the targets. Our customer was particularly
happy with the safe failure mode that we
designed into the part.”
Retaining the presswork theme,
Hilbersdorf, Germany-based Asglaform
Composites, a specialist in composite parts
such as underbody panels, spare wheel
recesses and battery carriers, has started
producing components using its newly
installed 2,500 tonne up-stroking press from
Schuler (https://is.gd/uwired). There were a
number of technical reasons for selecting
Schuler, in addition to the proximity of the
company’s Erfurt site.
“As well as high press force, short
pressure build-up times are of particular
importance in the production of composite
parts,” explains project manager Thomas
Weidhaas. “The Schuler machine provides
its full press force of 2,500 tons after just
0.14 seconds.”
An internal cavity pressure of 250-300
bar ensures that the material is distributed
optimally throughout the die. For example, a
5 mm thick semi-finished product for an
underbody panel is compressed to 2 mm in
the final part. Since the system can build
pressure quickly, there is no danger that the
semi-finished product in the die will stop
flowing before taking its final form.
“We also need parallelism control to tilt
the die,” says Weidhaas. “A tilt of only
0.5 mm/m ensures that a targeted flow of
material is generated in the die so that
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better component surfaces can be
achieved.”
Moving to the rail sector, the world’s first
carbon fibre bogie (CAFIBO), developed by
West Midlands based ELG Carbon Fibre in
collaboration with the University of
Huddersfield’s Institute for Railway
Research, has been unveiled. The bogie,
which is made entirely from surplus and
recycled carbon fibre materials, is lighter
than conventional bogies and optimises
vertical and transverse stiffness. As a result,
the bogie will reduce track wear and
infrastructure maintenance costs by
reducing vertical and transverse loads on
the rails.
The bogie is being developed as part of a
two-year programme delivered by a
consortium of companies comprising ELG
Carbon Fibre, Magma Structures, the
University of Birmingham and the University
of Huddersfield, with additional support from
Alstom.
Frazer Barnes, managing director of ELG
Carbon Fibre, says: “Replacing steel with
recycled carbon fibre to produce a rail bogie
is a world first. We hope to make recycled
carbon not only an attractive option for the
rail industry in terms of weight reduction, but
to eliminate waste and drive down cost.”
The aerospace sector has long-courted
composites and this trend seems set to
continue, as evidenced by GKN Aerospace
(https://is.gd/ayaxob). The company has
reached a major milestone in the Airbus-led
‘Wing of Tomorrow’ programme after
designing and manufacturing a mid-scale
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Left: The breeder blanket must capture
the heat energy of the neutrons in order to
raise steam for turbines to generate power

demonstrator tool that is now in situ at its
Filton facility. This tool provides an
automated, low pressure RTM (resin transfer
moulding) system for the programme’s
composite wing spar. The spar is considered
one of the most challenging aerospace
components to design and manufacture, and
this will be one of the first times that RTM
technology has been used on this scale.
GKN Aerospace engineers have used
proven toolmaking knowledge from the
automotive industry in developing the
demonstrator. The 4 m development testbed
will improve the productivity of the
composite manufacturing process by
removing one third of the production steps
involved. Technology will move from
traditional, pre-impregnated resin material to
dry composite fibres that are injected with
resin as part of the initial manufacturing
process for the wing spar, resulting in
significant weight savings.

Composites innovation is no less
prevalent in the nuclear sector, where a 3D
woven composite component, capable of
withstanding extreme temperatures inside a
fusion nuclear reactor, is being developed at
the University of Sheffield Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC) in
collaboration with the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) as part of
the effort to accelerate the delivery of
limitless zero carbon fusion energy (https://
is.gd/upufij).
The UKAEA is involved in developing the
next generation of magnetic confinement
reactor, called a ‘tokamak’, at its site in
Culham, Oxfordshire. Research is focused
on preparing for the global tokamak
experiment at the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
in Saint-Paul-lès-Durance, France, and for the
subsequent machine that will demonstrate
the generation of power from fusion.

Fusion occurs when two types of
hydrogen atoms, tritium and deuterium,
collide at enormously high speeds to create
helium and release a high energy neutron.
Once released, the neutron interacts with a
much cooler ‘breeder blanket’ to absorb the
energy. The blanket must capture the energy
of the neutrons to generate power, but also
prevent the neutrons escaping and ‘breed’
more tritium through reactions with lithium.
Each blanket module typically measures
1 by 1.5 m, and weighs up to 4.6 tonnes.
“At the moment, the designs being tested
in ITER use steel for the structure of the
breeder blankets, which have a network of
double-walled tubes measuring 8 mm
internal diameter to collect the heat,”
explains Steffan Lea, research fellow at the
AMRC Composite Centre. “Each one is
welded into place, and every connection has
to be inspected. That is what we were asked
to replace.”
To achieve a lightweight, temperatureresistant structure, a silicon-carbide
composite material was chosen, with the
internal flow channels created by forming the
composite around a disposable core.
Lea adds: “We were able to replace a
metallic box, made of different steel
components, with a malleable textile fabric
that has cooling pipes running the length of
it. Using advanced manufacturing
technologies available at the AMRC, we have
integrated the functionality of cooling,
simplified the design and removed the
welding operation, so lessening the burden
of qualification.” Maintenance is also eased,
because of the solution’s lighter weight. ■

Composites-related industry & product news in brief
■ A longstanding partnership between Base Materials (https://
is.gd/owufax) and Marbocote (https://is.gd/ceweca) has produced
a product to reduce curing times in the composites industry:
MTS12. With a fast cure time (15 minutes at 60°C), the noncontaminating, high gloss product is quick and easy to apply, and
offers high adhesion to the mould/tool surface and inherent
release properties. The product can also be used to refurbish old
moulds and seal micro-porosity on carbon fibre parts.
■ For machining composite materials, Mapal (https://is.gd/
yinaye) is introducing the OptiMill-Composite-Speed-Plus cutting
tool, an extension to its existing OptiMill-Composite-Speed. This
diamond-coated solid-carbide milling cutter has a newly developed
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substrate that combines with a reinforced core diameter and
eight cutting edges. Fracture strength has been increased by
50%, while the optimised groove profile ensures fast, reliable
removal of dust and process heat, says Mapal. Overall, the tool
life of the OptiMill-Composite-Speed-Plus is 20% higher than for
the previous model.
■ Spirit AeroSystems has opened a composite manufacturing
facility at its site in Prestwick. The facility leverages composite
technology from Spirit’s research and development portfolio, and
brings new work to the site in the form of the Airbus A320 family
spoiler. The Rt Hon Nicola Sturgeon MSP, First Minister of
Scotland, officially opened the facility.
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COOLANTS & CUTTING OILS INDUSTRY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATE

At-machine coolant recycling
Freddy Products has launched its Coolant Health Unit
(CHU). Developed in conjunction with the manufacturing
team at Rolls-Royce, the Freddy CHU is said to be a costeffective and efficient system for cleaning coolant in
machine tools.
The CHU goes beyond the recycling of cutting fluid as it
can also clean the sump of the machine tool, removing
stubborn residue and swarf. Unlike previous fluid
extraction and recycling units, the Freddy CHU has the
ability to continuously recycle coolant at the machine,
unmanned. For machine tools with relatively large coolant
sumps, the CHU can recycle the coolant while the
machine is operational, keeping spindles turning during
coolant and sump cleaning. The CHU reduces the time to
clean cutting fluid in machine tools: recycling 2,500 litres
of coolant takes place in less than one hour.
Importantly, the 151 kg (365 kg when full) CHU can
be easily moved around the workshop on its castors, while
the 2 kW motor runs off a single-phase 110 V power
supply.
Managing director at Freddy, Simon Hanmer, says:
“A CHU delivered to Rolls-Royce in August 2019 saved
24,000 litres of coolant in just four weeks. That was

Briefs
Water-miscible cutting &
grinding fluid

achieved by cleaning coolant and recycling it back to the
machines, avoiding the financial and environmental cost
of disposal. In terms of numbers, the oil that is not being
taken off-site and replaced is equating to a £9,000 saving
in a short period of time. Of note, we can refurbish some
existing Freddy vacuums to integrate this technology.”
https://is.gd/vulene

Support with
Smarter coolant control from Castrol
HSE compliance Castrol (https://is.gd/iyoxoy) has efficiently, and limit the associated
Total Lubricants (https://is.gd/
evifil) is urging metalworking
businesses to ensure they have
the correct procedures in place
for controlling exposure to the
mist and fumes created in
metalworking processes, and
thus comply with regulatory
requirements. Enforceable by
law under The COSHH 2002
regulations, business owners
have a duty of care to ensure
the risks from exposure to mist
and fumes produced by oil and
metalworking fluids are properly
managed.
Total Lubricants introduced
Folia to the UK market in 2019.
Folia contains fewer hazardous
components than conventional
metalworking fluids and is
formaldehyde- and boron-free,
odour-free, creates no fumes,
due to its high cooling power and
is not a source of skin condition
dermatitis.
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released SmartControl, an
automated solution for intelligently
managing water-miscible
metalworking fluids.
“We at Castrol know that
managing cooling
lubricants involves
numerous manual
processes,” says
Mathias
Buschbeck,
global industrial
strategy
implementation
leader at Castrol.
“These include
sampling, testing
control measures and
documentation, for instance, which
isn’t an efficient use of customer
time and resources. That’s why
we’ve developed Castrol
SmartControl, our automated
solution for real-time condition
monitoring. When using Castrol
SmartControl, customers can
manage their cooling lubricants
much more effectively and
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health and safety risks.”
SmartControl works by
integrating XBB cooling lubricant
technology from Castrol with
Industry 4.0 technology in the
form of real-time
condition
monitoring. The
system
continuously
measures the
concentrations,
pH values,
conductivity,
temperatures
and volumetric
flow rates of
metalworking fluids. Any
deviation from the specification
sends an immediate warning to
company and production IT systems.
As SmartControl does not require
manual sampling, no time is lost
getting samples to a lab and there
are thus no delays due to late report
shipping. What’s more, the system
cleans and calibrates itself, ensuring
continuous precision.

@MachineryTweets | April 2020

Fuchs Lubricants (https://
is.gd/tegeto) is unveiling
EcoCool Global 20, a worldwideapproved water-miscible cutting
and grinding fluid for automotive
component manufacturers. Alex
Holmes, UK industrial product
manager, says: “Customers have
reported up to a 43% reduction
in tooling costs when using the
latest EcoCool Global platform
with existing tooling, although
greater savings can be realised
when tools are optimised for the
process. In the laboratory,
cutting speeds have been
increased by up to 16% to
provide real benefits in
productivity, while maintaining
excellent tool life.

Filtermist cleans up
Canadian company Ace Rivet
and Fastener Inc is enjoying a
cleaner workshop, following the
installation of four S400 oil mist
collectors from Filtermist
(https://is.gd/eyizup). The
company was experiencing high
volumes of oil mist and smoke
from the cold heading machines
used in its Ontario production
facility, so contacted Filtermist’s
Canadian distributor, AMT
Machine Tools, to identify how
this issue could be resolved.
The installation at the
Canadian firm has eliminated oil
mist and smoke from the cold
heading machine, as Ace Rivet
and Fastener Inc’s machine
operator, Pherci Pangantihon,
confirms: “The S400 Filtermist
unit not only fixed our smoke
and oil mist problems in our
plant but also, with its compact
design, helped us do away with
having pipes and venting
installed. Furthermore, it has
been an integral part in
improving the air quality in our
building.”
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Multi-media links young minds with old tech; Women In Science & Engineering
anniversary; Milan EMO technology trends; better business for Cincinnati Milacron &
Platarg; Dugard gets Niigata; grinding tech news; new route to engineering
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bombing, 168
people die, Timothy
McVeigh & Terry
Nichols responsible

Daewoo begins selling
cars in the UK

▼
Internet
becomes
solely private;
US government
funding ceases

▼
40-1 outsider
Royal Athlete, trained
by Jenny Pitman,
wins The
Grand National
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PhONEday: UKwide
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hardware are increasing in number; and the European OSACA
open CNC project demonstrator is making its appearance at this
Italian EMO.
In news, Birmingham-based Cincinnati Milacron is celebrating
improving business, predicting production of 1,500, mostly
vertical, machining centres – it was 500 two years previously. We
celebrate press maker Platarg Engineering’s success across the
years since establishment in the 1950s. Both these companies
no longer operate. Dugard, which is still in business today, has
snapped up the Niigata machining centre agency, returning to an
area it previously served via the Kearney & Trecker Milwaukee
machines. That stopped when K&T merged with Warner &
Swasey, however.
In other news, coolant use in grinding is the subject of a
seminar put on by the Institute of Grinding Technology, with high
pressure application shown to deliver improved surface finishes
by removing debris from grinding wheels and so also supporting
elevated material removal rate. Staying with grinding, a machine
to produce the internal and external edges of ceramic computer
disks has been designed and made by Cranfield Precision
Engineering (now part of French engineering giant Fives). It
delivers zero-defect manufacture. Eight machines have so far
been sold, mostly to the US. The Engineering Council (Engineering
UK today) is proposing a new system for registration, initial
formation and continuing professional development.
Feature articles this month take in: bar feed selection, both
long and short styles; maintaining consistent angles when
forming on press brakes; machine attachments that enhance
functionality; a cutting tooling project in the automotive sector
that pays off big; ozone-friendly degreasing developments as 1, 1,
1-trichloroethane comes under legislative pressure; and a
computerised machine tool maintenance package that is aiding
planning to keeps machines running. ■
S_E /stock.adobe.com
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e celebrate the use of the new medium of computerbased multi-media at the Kew Bridge Steam Museum.
It claims the world’s largest collection of large steam
engines, the world’s largest working waterworks engine and the
world’s largest collection of Cornish beam engines. Interesting as
this old technology is to some adult visitors, we say that it is the
more familiar multi-media element that engages children, who
have shorter attention spans and may not be able to digest a
more traditional, fact-laden tour guide delivery. We congratulate
the museum, a charity, so short of money, and call for help in
expanding its multi-media efforts. Machinery also highlights the
10th anniversary of the Women into Science and Engineering
(WISE) campaign. As part of this celebration, there’s a
competition being run that asks young girls, 14-18, to write an
essay on why the UK needs more women engineers and how to
attract more girls into science and technology. WISE continues its
work in this area today, of course.
Our second issue gives over many pages, including the
comment page, to the forthcoming EMO show in Milan. The
inevitable mention of Leonardo Da Vinci is there, with the
magazine suggesting that even he would marvel at the technology
on show. Themes include: high speed machining, of both hard
and soft material via both vertical- and horizontal-spindle
models, with accompanying fast feed rates, such as
circular interpolation at 20 m/min – supported by the
application of the new area of linear motor technology;
hexapod-style machining centres offering 5-axis
machining; turning centres with three turrets to
reduce cycle times; faster processing CNCs that
reduce non-cutting times; the inverted spindle
VTL (self-loading, pick-up spindle) is becoming
even more prevalent; more open CNC
systems that draw on standard PC

Mike Swope /stock.adobe.com
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Titanium Machining to Perfection
MonsterMill TCR – ensuring service life
and process reliability

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/monstermill-tcr
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